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Abstract

Factorial experiments in research on memory, language, and in other areas are often

analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA). However, for effects with more than one

numerator degrees of freedom, e.g., for experimental factors with more than two levels, the

ANOVA omnibus F-test is not informative about the source of a main effect or interaction.

Because researchers typically have specific hypotheses about which condition means differ

from each other, a priori contrasts (i.e., comparisons planned before the sample means are

known) between specific conditions or combinations of conditions are the appropriate way to

represent such hypotheses in the statistical model. Many researchers have pointed out that

contrasts should be “tested instead of, rather than as a supplement to, the ordinary

‘omnibus’ F test” (Hays, 1973, p. 601). In this tutorial, we explain the mathematics

underlying different kinds of contrasts (i.e., treatment, sum, repeated, polynomial, custom,

nested, interaction contrasts), discuss their properties, and demonstrate how they are applied

in the R System for Statistical Computing (R Core Team, 2018). In this context, we explain

the generalized inverse which is needed to compute the coefficients for contrasts that test

hypotheses that are not covered by the default set of contrasts. A detailed understanding of

contrast coding is crucial for successful and correct specification in linear models (including

linear mixed models). Contrasts defined a priori yield far more useful confirmatory tests of

experimental hypotheses than standard omnibus F-test. Reproducible code is available from

https://osf.io/7ukf6/.

Keywords: Contrasts, null hypothesis significance testing, linear models, a priori

hypotheses

https://osf.io/7ukf6/
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How to capitalize on a priori contrasts in linear (mixed) models: A tutorial

Introduction

Whenever an experimental factor comprises more than two levels, analysis of variance

(ANOVA) F-statistics provide very little information about the source of an effect or

interaction involving this factor. For example, let’s assume an experiment with three groups

of subjects. Let’s also assume that an ANOVA shows that the main effect of group is

significant. This of course leaves unclear which groups differ from each other and how they

differ. However, scientists typically have a priori expectations about the pattern of means.

That is, we usually have specific expectations about which groups differ from each other.

One potential strategy is to follow up on these results using t-tests. However, this approach

does not consider all the data in each test and therefore loses statistical power, does not

generalize well to more complex models (e.g., linear mixed-effects models), and is subject to

problems of multiple comparisons. In this paper, we will show how to test specific

hypotheses directly in a regression model, which gives much more control over the analysis.

Specifically, we show how planned comparisons between specific conditions (groups) or

clusters of conditions, are implemented as contrasts. This is a very effective way to align

expectations with the statistical model. Indeed, if planned comparisons, implemented in

contrasts, are defined a priori, and are not defined after the results are known, planned

comparisons should be “tested instead of, rather than as a supplement to, the ordinary

‘omnibus’ F test.” (Hays, 1973, p. 601).

Every contrast consumes exactly one degree of freedom. Every degree of freedom in the

ANOVA source-of-variance table can be spent to test a specific hypothesis about a difference

between means or a difference between clusters of means.

Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Bates, Kliegl,

Vasishth, & Baayen, 2015; Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014; Kliegl, Masson, &
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Richter, 2010; Pinheiro & Bates, 2000) are a great tool and represent an important

development in statistical practice in psychology and linguistics. LMMs are often taken to

replace more traditional ANOVA analyses. However, LMMs also present some challenges.

One key challenge is about how to incorporate categorical effects from factors with discrete

levels into LMMs. One approach to analyzing factors is to do model comparison; this is akin

to the ANOVA omnibus test, and again leaves it unclear which groups differ from which

others. An alternative approach is to base analyses on contrasts, which allow us to code

factors as independent variables in linear regression models. The present paper explains how

to understand and use contrast coding to test particular comparisons between conditions of

your experiment (for a Glossary of key terms see Appendix A). Such knowledge about

contrast specification is required if analysis of factors is to be based on LMMs instead of

ANOVAs. Arguably, in the R System for Statistical Computing (R Core Team, 2018), an

understanding of contrast specification is therefore a necessary pre-condition for the proper

use of LMMs.

To model differences between categories/groups/cells/conditions, regression models

(such as multiple regression, logistic regression and linear mixed models) specify a set of

contrasts (i.e., which groups are compared to which baselines or groups). There are several

ways to specify such contrasts mathematically, and as discussed below, which of these is

more useful depends on the hypotheses about the expected pattern of means. If the analyst

does not provide the specification explicitly, R will pick a default specification on its own,

which may not align very well with the hypotheses that the analyst intends to test.

Therefore, LMMs effectively demand that the user implement planned comparisons—perhaps

almost as intended by Hays (1973). Obtaining a statistic roughly equivalent to an ordinary

“omnibus” F test requires the extra effort of model comparison. This tutorial provides a

practical introduction to contrast coding for factorial experimental designs that will allow

scientists to express their hypotheses within the statistical model.
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Prerequisites for this tutorial

The reader is assumed to be familiar with R, and with the foundational ideas behind

frequentist statistics, specifically null hypothesis significance testing. Some notational

conventions: True parameters are referred to with Greek letters (e.g., µ, β), and estimates of

these parameters have a hat (̂·) on the parameter (e.g., µ̂, β̂). The mean of several

parameters is written as µ or as µ̄.

Example analyses of simulated data-sets are presented using linear models (LMs) in R.

We use simulated data rather than real data-sets because this allows full control over the

dependent variable.

To guide the reader, we provide a preview of the structure of the paper:

• First, basic concepts of different contrasts are explained, using a factor with two levels

to explain the concepts. After a demonstration of the default contrast setting in R,

treatment contrasts, a commonly used contrast for factorial designs, and sum

contrasts, are illustrated.

• We then demonstrate how the generalized inverse (see Fieller, 2016, sec. 8.3) is used to

convert what we call the hypothesis matrix to create a contrast matrix. We

demonstrate this workflow of going from a hypothesis matrix to a contrast matrix for

sum contrasts using an example data-set involving one factor with three levels. We

also demonstrate the workflow for repeated contrasts using an example data-set

involving one factor with four levels.

• After showing how contrasts implement hypotheses as predictors in a multiple

regression model, we introduce polynomial contrasts and custom contrasts.

• Then we discuss what makes a good contrast. Here, we introduce two important
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concepts: centering and orthogonality of contrasts, and their implications for contrast

coding.

• We provide additional information about the generalized inverse, and how it is used to

switch between the hypothesis matrix and the contrast matrix. The section on the

matrix notation (Hypothesis matrix and contrast matrix in matrix form) can

optionally be skipped on first reading.

• Then we discuss an effect size measure for contrasts.

• The next section discusses designs with two factors. We compare regression models

with analysis of variance (ANOVA) in simple 2× 2 designs, and look at contrast

centering, nested effects, and at a priori interaction contrasts.

Throughout the tutorial, we show how contrasts are implemented and applied in R and

how they relate to hypothesis testing via the generalized inverse.

An overview of the conceptual and didactic flow is provided in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 . Conceptual and didactic flow. The left panel, conceptual flow, shows how to use

the hypothesis matrix and the generalized inverse to construct custom contrast matrices for

a given set of hypotheses. The right panel, didactic flow, shows an overview of the sections of

this paper. The first grey box indicates the sections that introduce a set of default contrasts

(treatment, sum, repeated, polynomial, and custom contrasts); the second grey box indicates

sections that introduce contrasts for designs with two factors.

Conceptual explanation of default contrasts

What are examples for different contrast specifications? One contrast in widespread

use is the treatment contrast. As suggested by its name, the treatment contrast

is often used in intervention studies, where one or several intervention groups receive some

treatment, which are compared to a control group. For example, two treatment groups may

obtain (a) psychotherapy and (b) pharmacotherapy, and they may be compared to (c) a

control group of patients waiting for treatment. This implies one factor with three levels. In

this setting, a treatment contrast for this factor makes two comparisons: it tests (1)

whether the psychotherapy group is better than the control group, and (2) whether the
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pharmacotherapy group is better than the control group. That is, each treatment condition

is compared to the same control group or baseline condition. An example in research on

memory and language may be a priming study, where two different kinds of priming

conditions (e.g., phonological versus orthographic priming) are each compared to a control

condition without priming.

A second contrast of widespread use is the sum contrast. This contrast compares

each tested group not against a baseline / control condition, but instead to the average

response across all groups. Consider an example where three different priming conditions are

compared to each other, such as orthographic, phonological, and semantic priming. The

question of interest may be whether two of the priming conditions (e.g., orthographic and

phonological priming) elicit stronger responses than the average response across all

conditions. This could be done with sum contrasts: The first contrast would compare

orthographic priming with the average response, and the second contrast would compare

phonological priming with the average response. Sum contrasts also have an important

role in factors with two levels, where they simply test the difference between those two factor

levels (e.g., the difference between phonological versus orthographic priming).

A third contrast coding is repeated contrasts. These are probably less often used

in empirical studies, but are arguably the contrast of highest relevance for research in

psychology and cognitive science. Repeated contrasts successively test neighboring

factor levels against each other. For example, a study may manipulate the frequency of some

target words into three categories of “low frequency”, “medium frequency”, and “high

frequency”. What may be of interest in the study is whether low frequency words differ from

medium frequency words, and whether medium frequency words differ from high frequency

words. Repeated contrasts test exactly these differences between neighoring factor

levels.

A fourth type of contrast is polynomial contrasts. These are useful when trends
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are of interest that span across multiple factor levels. In the example with different levels of

word frequency, a simple hypothesis may state that the response increases with increasing

levels of word frequency. That is, one may expect that a response increases from low to

medium frequency words by the same magnitude as it increases from medium to high

frequency words. That is, a linear trend is expected. Here, it is possible to test a quadratic

trend of word frequency; for example, when the effect is expected to be larger or smaller

between medium and high frequency words compared to the effect between low and medium

frequency words.

One additional option for contrast coding is provided by Helmert contrasts. In an

example with three factor levels, for Helmert contrasts the first contrast codes the

difference between the first two factor levels, and the second contrast codes the difference

between the mean of the first two levels and the third level. (In cases of a four-level factor,

the third contrast tests the difference between (i) the average of the first three levels and (ii)

the fourth level.) An example for the use of Helmert contrasts is a priming paradigm

with the three experimental conditions “valid prime”, “invalid prime 1”, and “invalid prime

2”. The first contrast may here test the difference between conditions “invalid prime 1” and

“invalid prime 2”. The second contrast could then test the difference between valid versus

invalid conditions. This coding would provide maximal power to test the difference between

valid and invalid conditions, as it pools across both invalid conditions for the comparison.

Basic concepts illustrated using a two-level factor

Consider the simplest case: suppose we want to compare the means of a dependent

variable (DV) such as response times between two groups of subjects. R can be used to

simulate data for such an example using the function mixedDesign() (for details regarding

this function, see Appendix C). The simulations assume longer response times in condition

F1 (µ1 = 0.8 sec) than F2 (µ2 = 0.4 sec). The data from the 10 simulated subjects are
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aggregated and summary statistics are computed for the two groups.

library(dplyr)

# load mixedDesign function for simulating data

source("functions/mixedDesign.v0.6.3.R")

M <- matrix(c(0.8, 0.4), nrow=2, ncol=1, byrow=FALSE)

set.seed(1) # set seed of random number generator for replicability

simdat <- mixedDesign(B=2, W=NULL, n=5, M=M, SD=.20, long = TRUE)

names(simdat)[1] <- "F" # Rename B_A to F(actor)

levels(simdat$F) <- c("F1", "F2")

simdat

## F id DV

## 1 F1 1 0.997

## 2 F1 2 0.847

## 3 F1 3 0.712

## 4 F1 4 0.499

## 5 F1 5 0.945

## 6 F2 6 0.183

## 7 F2 7 0.195

## 8 F2 8 0.608

## 9 F2 9 0.556

## 10 F2 10 0.458

str(simdat)

## 'data.frame': 10 obs. of 3 variables:

## $ F : Factor w/ 2 levels "F1","F2": 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2

## $ id: Factor w/ 10 levels "1","2","3","4",..: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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## $ DV: num 0.997 0.847 0.712 0.499 0.945 ...

table1 <- simdat %>% group_by(F) %>% # Table for main effect F

summarize(N=n(), M=mean(DV), SD=sd(DV), SE=SD/sqrt(N) )

(GM <- mean(table1$M)) # Grand Mean

## [1] 0.6
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Figure 2 . Means and standard errors of the simulated dependent variable (e.g., response

times in seconds) in two conditions F1 and F2.

The results, displayed in Table 1 and in Figure 2, show that the assumed true

condition means are exactly realized with the simulated data. The numbers are exact

because the mixedDesign() function ensures that the data are generated so as to have the

true means for each level. In real data-sets, of course, the sample means will vary from

experiment to experiment.

A simple regression of DV on F yields a straightforward test of the difference between

the group means. Part of the output of the summary function is presented below, and the
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same results are also displayed in Table 2:

m_F <- lm(DV ~ 1 + F, simdat)

round(summary(m_F)$coef,3)

## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

## (Intercept) 0.8 0.089 8.94 0.000

## FF2 -0.4 0.126 -3.16 0.013

Comparing the means for each condition with the coefficients (Estimates) reveals that

(i) the intercept (0.8) is the mean for condition F1, µ̂1; and (ii) the slope (FF2: −0.4) is the

difference between the true means for the two groups, µ̂2 − µ̂1 (Bolker, 2018):

Intercept = µ̂1 = estimated mean for F1

Slope (FF2) = µ̂2 − µ̂1 = estim. mean for F2− estim. mean for F1
(1)

The new information is confidence intervals associated with the regression coefficients.

The t-test suggests that response times in group F2 are lower than in group F1.

Default contrast coding: Treatment contrasts

How does R arrive at these particular values for the intercept and slope? That is, why

does the intercept assess the mean of condition F1 and how do we know the slope measures

Table 1

Summary statistics per condition for the simulated data.

Factor F N data points Estimated means Standard deviations Standard errors

F1 5 0.8 0.2 0.1

F2 5 0.4 0.2 0.1
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Table 2

Estimated regression model. Confidence intervals are

obtained in R, e.g., using the function confint().

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(8) p

Intercept 0.8 [0.6, 1.0] 8.94 < .001

FF2 -0.4 [−0.7, −0.1] -3.16 .013

the difference in means between F2−F1? This result is a consequence of the default contrast

coding of the factor F. R assigns treatment contrasts to factors and orders their levels

alphabetically. The first factor level (here: F1) is coded as 0 and the second level (here: F2)

is coded as 1. This is visible when inspecting the current contrast attribute of the factor

using the contrasts command:

contrasts(simdat$F)

## F2

## F1 0

## F2 1

Why does this contrast coding yield these particular regression coefficients? Let’s take

a look at the regression equation. Let β0 represent the intercept, and β1 the slope. Then, the

simple regression above expresses the belief that the expected response time y is a linear

function of the factor F. In a more general formulation, this is written as follows: y is a linear

function of some predictor x with regression coefficients for the intercept, β0, and for the

factor, β1:

y = β0 + β1x (2)
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So, if x = 0 (condition F1), y is β0 + β1 · 0 = β0; and if x = 1 (condition F2), y is

β0 + β1 · 1 = β0 + β1.

Expressing the above in terms of the estimated coefficients:

estim. value for F1 = µ̂1 = β̂0 = Intercept

estim. value for F2 = µ̂2 = β̂0 + β̂1 = Intercept + Slope (FF2)
(3)

It is useful to think of such unstandardized regression coefficients as difference scores;

they express the increase in the dependent variable y associated with a change in the

independent variable x of 1 unit, such as going from 0 to 1 in this example. The difference

between condition means is 0.4− 0.8 = −0.4, which is exactly the estimated regression

coefficient β̂1. The sign of the slope is negative because we have chosen to subtract the larger

mean F1 score from the smaller mean F2 score.

Defining hypotheses

The analysis of the regression equation demonstrates that in the treatment

contrast the intercept assesses the average response in the baseline condition, whereas the

slope tests the difference between condition means. However, these are just verbal

descriptions of what each coefficient assesses. Is it also possible to formally write down the

null hypotheses that are tested by each of these two coefficients? From the perspective of

formal hypothesis tests, the slope represents the main test of interest, so we consider this

first. The treatment contrast expresses the null hypothesis that the difference in means

between the two levels of the factor F is 0; formally, the null hypothesis H0 is that

H0 : β1 = 0:

H0 : −1 · µF 1 + 1 · µF 2 = 0 (4)
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or equivalently:

H0 : µF 2 − µF 1 = 0 (5)

The ±1 weights in the null hypothesis statement directly express which means are

compared by the treatment contrast.

The intercept in the treatment contrast expresses a null hypothesis that is

usually of no interest: that the mean in condition F1 of the factor F is 0. Formally, the null

hypothesis is H0 : β0 = 0:

H0 : 1 · µF 1 + 0 · µF 2 = 0 (6)

or equivalently:

H0 : µF 1 = 0. (7)

The fact that the intercept term formally tests the null hypothesis that the mean of

condition F1 is zero is in line with our previous derivation (see equation 1).

In R, factor levels are ordered alphabetically and by default the first level is used as

the baseline in treatment contrasts. Obviously, this default mapping will only be

correct for a given data-set if the levels’ alphabetical ordering matches the desired contrast

coding. When it does not, it is possible to re-order the levels. Here is one way of re-ordering

the levels in R:

simdat$Fb <- factor(simdat$F, levels = c("F2","F1"))

contrasts(simdat$Fb)
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## F1

## F2 0

## F1 1

This re-ordering did not change any data associated with the factor, only one of its

attributes. With this new contrast attribute the simple regression yields the following result

(see Table 3).

m1_mr <- lm(DV ~ 1 + Fb, simdat)

Table 3

Reordering factor levels

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(8) p

Intercept 0.4 [0.2, 0.6] 4.47 .002

FbF1 0.4 [0.1, 0.7] 3.16 .013

The model now tests different hypotheses. The intercept now codes the mean of

condition F2, and the slope measures the difference in means between F1 minus F2. This

represents an alternative coding of the treatment contrast.

Sum contrasts

Treatment contrasts are only one of many options. It is also possible to use sum

contrasts, which code one of the conditions as −1 and the other as +1, effectively

‘centering’ the effects at the grand mean (GM, i.e., the mean of the two group means). Here,

we rescale the contrast to values of −0.5 and +0.5, which makes the estimated treatment

effect the same as for treatment coding and easier to interpret.

To use this contrast in a linear regression, use the contrasts function (for results see
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Table 4):

(contrasts(simdat$F) <- c(-0.5,+0.5))

## [1] -0.5 0.5

m1_mr <- lm(DV ~ 1 + F, simdat)

Table 4

Estimated regression model

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(8) p

Intercept 0.6 [0.5, 0.7] 9.49 < .001

F1 -0.4 [−0.7, −0.1] -3.16 .013

Here, the slope (F1) again codes the difference of the groups associated with the first

and second factor levels. It has the same value as in the treatment contrast. However,

the intercept now represents the estimate of the average of condition means for F1 and F2,

that is, the GM. This differs from the treatment contrast. For the scaled sum

contrast:

Intercept = (µ̂1 + µ̂2)/2 = estimated mean of F1 and F2

Slope (F1) = µ̂2 − µ̂1 = estim. mean for F2− estim. mean for F1
(8)

How does R arrive at these values for the intercept and the slope? Why does the

intercept assess the GM and why does the slope test the group-difference? This is the result

of rescaling the sum contrast. The first factor level (F1) was coded as −0.5, and the

second factor level (F1) as +0.5:
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contrasts(simdat$F)

## [,1]

## F1 -0.5

## F2 0.5

Let’s again look at the regression equation to better understand what computations are

performed. Again, β0 represents the intercept, β1 represents the slope, and the predictor

variable x represents the factor F. The regression equation is written as:

y = β0 + β1x (9)

The group of F1 subjects is then coded as −0.5, and the response time for the group of

F1 subjects is β0 + β1 · x1 = 0.6 + (−0.4) · (−0.5) = 0.8. The F2 group, to the contrary, is

coded as +0.5. By implication, the mean of the F2 group must be

β0 + β1 · x1 = 0.6 + (−0.4) · 0.5 = 0.4. Expressed in terms of the estimated coefficients:

estim. value for F1 = µ̂1 = β̂0 − 0.5 · β̂1 = Intercept− 0.5 · Slope (F1)

estim. value for F2 = µ̂2 = β̂0 + 0.5 · β̂1 = Intercept + 0.5 · Slope (F1)
(10)

The unstandardized regression coefficient is a difference score: Taking a step of one

unit on the predictor variable x, e.g., from −0.5 to +0.5, reflecting a step from condition F1

to F2, changes the dependent variable from 0.8 (for condition F1) to 0.4 (condition F2),

reflecting a difference of 0.4− 0.8 = −0.4; and this is again exactly the estimated regression

coefficient β̂1. Moreover, as mentioned above, the intercept now assesses the GM of

conditions F1 and F2: it is exactly in the middle between condition means for F1 and F2.

So far we gave verbal statements about what is tested by the intercept and the slope in
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the case of the scaled sum contrast. It is possible to write these statements as formal null

hypotheses that are tested by each regression coefficient: Sum contrasts express the null

hypothesis that the difference in means between the two levels of factor F is 0; formally, the

null hypothesis H0 is that

H0 : −1 · µF 1 + 1 · µF 2 = 0 (11)

This is the same hypothesis that was also tested by the slope in the treatment contrast. The

intercept, however, now expresses a different hypothesis about the data: it expresses the null

hypothesis that the average of the two conditions F1 and F2 is 0:

H0 : 1/2 · µF 1 + 1/2 · µF 2 = µF 1 + µF 2

2 = 0 (12)

In balanced data, i.e., in data-sets where there are no missing data points, the average of the

two conditions F1 and F2 is the GM. In unbalanced data-sets, where there are missing

values, this average is the weighted GM. To illustrate this point, consider an example with

fully balanced data and two equal group sizes of 5 subjects for each group F1 and F2. Here,

the GM is also the mean across all subjects. Next, consider a highly simplified unbalanced

data-set, where in condition F1 two observations of the dependent variable are available with

values of 2 and 3, and where in condition F2 only one observation of the dependent variables

is available with a value of 4. In this data-set, the mean across all subjects is 2+3+4
3 = 9

3 = 3.

However, the (weighted) GM as assessed in the intercept in a model using sum contrasts for

factor F would first compute the mean for each group separately (i.e., 2+3
2 = 2.5, and 4), and

then compute the mean across conditions 2.5+4
2 = 6.5

2 = 3.25. The GM of 3.25 is different

from the mean across subjects of 3.

To summarize, treatment contrasts and sum contrasts are two possible ways
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to parameterize the difference between two groups; they test different hypotheses (there are

cases, however, where the hypotheses are equivalent). Treatment contrasts compare

one or more means against a baseline condition, whereas sum contrasts allow us to

determine whether we can reject the null hypothesis that a condition’s mean is the same as

the GM (which in the two-group case also implies a hypothesis test that the two group

means are the same). One question that comes up here, is how one knows or formally derives

what hypotheses a given set of contrasts tests. This question will be discussed in detail below

for the general case of any arbitrary contrasts.

Cell means parameterization

One alternative option is use the so-called cell means parameterization. In this

approach, one does not estimate an intercept term, and then differences between factor levels.

Instead, each degree of freedom in a design is used to simply estimate the mean of one of the

factor levels. As a consequence, no comparisons between condition means are tested, but it is

simply tested for each factor level whether the associated condition mean differs from zero.

Cell means parameterization is specified by explicitly removing the intercept term (which is

added automatically) by adding a −1 in the regression formula:

m2_mr <- lm(DV ~ -1 + F, simdat)

Table 5

Estimated regression model

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(8) p

FF1 0.8 [0.6, 1.0] 8.94 < .001

FF2 0.4 [0.2, 0.6] 4.47 .002

Now, the regression coefficients (see the column labeled ‘Estimate’) estimate the mean
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of the first factor level (0.8) and the mean of the second factor level (0.4). Each of these

means is compared to zero in the statistical tests, and each of these means is significantly

larger than zero. This cell means parameterization usually does not allow a test of the

hypotheses of interest, as these hypotheses usually relate to differences between conditions

rather than to whether each condition differs from zero.

Examples of different default contrast types

Above, we introduced conceptual explanations of different default contrasts by

discussing example applications. Moreover, the preceding section on basic concepts

mentioned that contrasts are implemented by numerical contrast coefficients. These contrast

coefficients are usually represented in matrices of coefficients. Each of the discussed default

contrasts is implemented using a different contrast matrix. These default contrast matrices

are available in the R System for Statistical Computing in the basic distribution of R in the

stats package. Here, we provide a quick overview of the different contrast matrices

specifically for the example applications discussed above.

For the treatment contrasts, we discussed an example where a psychotherapy

group and a pharmacotherapy group are each compared to the same control or baseline

group; the latter could be a group that receives no treatment. The corresponding contrast

matrix is obtained using the following function call:

contr.treatment(3)

## 2 3

## 1 0 0

## 2 1 0

## 3 0 1
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The number of rows specifies the number of factor levels. The three rows indicate the

three levels of the factor. The first row codes the baseline or control condition (the baseline

always only contains 0s as contrast coefficients), the second row codes the psychotherapy

group, and the third row codes the pharmacotherapy group. The two columns reflect the two

comparisons that are being tested by the contrasts: the first column tests the second group

(i.e., psychotherapy) against the baseline / control group, and the second column tests the

third group (i.e., pharmacotherapy) against the baseline / control group.

For the sum contrast, our example involved conditions for orthographic priming,

phonological priming, and semantic priming. The orthographic and phonological priming

conditions were compared to the average priming effect across all three groups. In R, there is

again a standard function call for the sum contrast:

contr.sum(3)

## [,1] [,2]

## 1 1 0

## 2 0 1

## 3 -1 -1

Again, the three rows indicate three groups, and the two columns reflect the two

comparisons. The first row codes orthographic priming, the second row phonological priming,

and the last row semantic priming. Now, the first column codes a contrast that compares the

response in orthographic priming against the average response, and the second column codes

a contrast comparing phonological priming against the average response. Why these

contrasts test these hypotheses is not transparent here. We will return to this issue below.

For repeated contrasts, our example compared response times in low frequency

words vs. medium frequency words, and medium frequency words vs. high frequency words.

In R, the corresponding contrast matrix is available in the MASS package (Venables &
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Ripley, 2002):

library(MASS)

contr.sdif(3)

## 2-1 3-2

## 1 -0.667 -0.333

## 2 0.333 -0.333

## 3 0.333 0.667

The first row represents low frequency words, the second row medium frequency words,

and the last row high frequency words. Now the first contrast (column) tests the difference

between the second minus the first row, i.e., the response to medium frequency words minus

response to low frequency words. The second contrast (column) tests the difference between

the third minus the second row, i.e., the difference in the response to high frequency words

minus the response to medium frequency words. Why the repeated contrast tests

exactly these differences is not transparent either.

Below, we will explain how these and other contrasts are generated from a careful

definition of the hypotheses that one wishes to test for a given data-set. We will introduce a

basic workflow for how to create one’s own custom contrasts.

We discussed that for the example with three different word frequency levels, it is

possible to test the hypothesis of a linear (or quadratic) trend across all levels of word

frequency. Such polynomial contrasts are specified in R using the following command:

contr.poly(3)

## .L .Q

## [1,] -7.07e-01 0.408

## [2,] -7.85e-17 -0.816
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## [3,] 7.07e-01 0.408

As in the other contrasts mentioned above, it is not clear from this contrast matrix

what hypotheses are being tested. As before, the three rows represent three levels of word

frequency. The first column codes a linear increase with word frequency levels. The second

column codes a quadratic trend. The contr.poly() function tests orthogonalized trends - a

concept that we will explain below.

We had also discussed Helmert contrasts above, and had given the example that

one might want to compare two "invalid" priming conditions to each other, and then compare

both "invalid" priming conditions to one "valid" prime condition. Helmert contrasts are

specified in R using the following command:

contr.helmert(3)

## [,1] [,2]

## 1 -1 -1

## 2 1 -1

## 3 0 2

The first row represents "invalid prime 1", the second row "invalid prime 2", and the

third row the "valid prime" condition. The first column tests the difference between the two

"invalid" prime conditions. The coefficients in the second column test both "invalid prime"

conditions against the "valid prime" condition.

How can one make use of these contrast matrices for a specific regression analysis? As

discussed above for the case of two factor levels, one needs to tell R to use one of these

contrast coding schemes for a factor of interest in a linear model (LM)/regression analysis.

Let’s assume a data-frame called dat with a dependent variable dat$DV and a three-level

factor dat$WordFrequency with levels low, medium, and high frequency words. One chooses
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one of the above contrast matrices and ‘assigns’ this contrast to the factor. Here, we choose

the repeated contrast:

contrasts(dat$WordFrequency) <- contr.sdif(3)

This way, when running a linear model using this factor, R will automatically use the

contrast matrix assigned to the factor. This is done in R with the simple call of a linear

model, where dat is specified as the data-frame to use, where the numeric variable DV is

defined as the dependent variable, and where the factor WordFrequency is added as

predictor in the analysis:

lm(DV ~ 1 + WordFrequency, data=dat)

Assuming that there are three levels to the WordFrequency factor, the lm function will

estimate three regression coefficients: one intercept and two slopes. What these regression

coefficients test will depend on which contrast coding is specified. Given that we have used

repeated contrasts, the resulting regression coefficients will now test the difference

between medium and low frequency words (first slope) and will test the difference between

high and medium frequency words (second slope). Examples of output from regression

models for concrete sitations will be shown below. Moreover, it will be shown how contrast

matrices are generated for whatever hypotheses one wants to test in a given data-set.

The hypothesis matrix illustrated with a three-level factor

Consider again the example with the three low, medium, and high frequency conditions.

The mixedDesign function can be used to simulate data from a lexical decision task with

response times as dependent variable. The research question is: do response times differ as a

function of the between-subject factor word frequency with three levels: low, medium, and

high? We assume that lower word frequency results in longer response times. Here, we
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specify word frequency as a between-subject factor. In cognitive science experiments,

frequency will usually vary within subjects and between items. However, the within- or

between-subjects status of an effect is independent of its contrast coding; we assume the

manipulation to be between subjects for ease of exposition. The concepts presented here

extend to repeated measures designs that are usually analyzed using linear mixed models.

The following R code simulates the data and computes the table of means and

standard deviations for the three frequency categories:

M <- matrix(c(500, 450, 400), nrow=3, ncol=1, byrow=FALSE)

set.seed(1)

simdat2 <- mixedDesign(B=3, W=NULL, n=4, M=M, SD=20, long = TRUE)

names(simdat2)[1] <- "F" # Rename B_A to F(actor)/F(requency)

levels(simdat2$F) <- c("low", "medium", "high")

simdat2$DV <- round(simdat2$DV)

head(simdat2)

## F id DV

## 1 low 1 497

## 2 low 2 474

## 3 low 3 523

## 4 low 4 506

## 5 medium 5 422

## 6 medium 6 467

table.word <- simdat2 %>% group_by(F) %>%

summarise(N = length(DV), M = mean(DV), SD = sd(DV), SE = sd(DV)/sqrt(N))

As shown in Table 6, the estimated means reflect our assumptions about the true

means in the data simulation: Response times decrease with increasing word frequency. The
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Table 6

Summary statistics of the simulated lexical decision data per frequency level.

Factor F N data points Estimated means Standard deviations Standard errors

low 4 500 20 10

medium 4 450 20 10

high 4 400 20 10

effect is significant in an ANOVA (see Table 7).

aovF <- aov(DV ~ 1 + F + Error(id), data=simdat2)

The ANOVA, however, does not tell us the source of the difference. In the following

sections, we use this and an additional data-set to illustrate sum, repeated, polynomial,

and custom contrasts. In practice, usually only one set of contrasts is selected when the

expected pattern of means is formulated during the design of the experiment. The decision

about which contrasts to use is made before the pattern of means is known.

Sum contrasts

For didactic purposes, the next sections describe sum contrasts. Suppose that the

expectation is that low-frequency words are responded to slower and medium-frequency

words are responded to faster than the GM response time. Then, the research question could

be: Do low-frequency words differ from the GM and do medium-frequency words differ from

the GM? And if so, are they above or below the GM? We want to test the following two

hypotheses:

H01 : µ1 = µ1 + µ2 + µ3

3 = GM (13)
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Table 7

ANOVA results. The effect F stands for the word

frequency factor.

Effect F df 1 df 2 MSE p η̂2
G

F 24.93 2 9 403.19 < .001 .847

and

H02 : µ2 = µ1 + µ2 + µ3

3 = GM (14)

H01 can also be written as:

µ1 = µ1 + µ2 + µ3

3 (15)

⇔µ1 −
µ1 + µ2 + µ3

3 = 0 (16)

⇔2
3µ1 −

1
3µ2 −

1
3µ3 = 0 (17)

Here, the weights 2/3,−1/3,−1/3 are informative about how to combine the condition

means to define the null hypothesis.

H02 is also rewritten as:

µ2 = µ1 + µ2 + µ3

3 (18)

⇔µ2 −
µ1 + µ2 + µ3

3 = 0 (19)

⇔− 1
3µ1 + 2

3µ2 −
1
3µ3 = 0 (20)
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Here, the weights are −1/3, 2/3,−1/3, and they again indicate how to combine the

condition means for defining the null hypothesis.

The hypothesis matrix

The weights of the condition means are not only useful to define hypotheses. They also

provide the starting step in a very powerful method which allows the researcher to generate

the contrasts that are needed to test these hypotheses in a linear model. That is, what we

did so far is to explain some kinds of different contrast codings that exist and what the

hypotheses are that they test. That is, if a certain data-set is given and certain hypotheses

exist that need to be tested in this data-set, then the procedure would be to check whether

any of the contrasts that we encountered above happen to test exactly the hypotheses of

interest. Sometimes it suffices to use one of these existing contrasts. However, at other times,

our research hypotheses may not correspond exactly to any of the contrasts in the default set

of standard contrasts provided in R. For these cases, or simply for more complex designs, it

is very useful to know how contrast matrices are created. Indeed, a relatively simple

procedure exists in which we write our hypotheses formally, extract the weights of the

condition means from the hypotheses, and then automatically generate the correct contrast

matrix that we need in order to test these hypotheses in a linear model. Using this powerful

method, it is not necessary to find a match to a contrast matrix provided by the family of

functions in R starting with the prefix contr. Instead, it is possible to simply define the

hypotheses that one wants to test, and to obtain the correct contrast matrix for these in an

automatic procedure. Here, for pedagogical reasons, we show some examples of how to apply

this procedure in cases where the hypotheses do correspond to some of the existing contrasts.

Defining a custom contrast matrix involves four steps:

1. Write down the hypotheses
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2. Extract the weights and write them into what we will call a hypothesis matrix

3. Apply the generalized matrix inverse to the hypothesis matrix to create the contrast

matrix

4. Assign the contrast matrix to the factor and run the linear model

Let us apply this four-step procedure to our example of the sum contrast. The first

step, writing down the hypotheses, is shown above. The second step involves writing down

the weights that each hypothesis gives to condition means. The weights for the first null

hypothesis are wH01=c(+2/3, -1/3, -1/3), and the weights for the second null hypothesis

are wH02=c(-1/3, +2/3, -1/3).

Before writing these into a hypothesis matrix, we also define a null hypothesis for the

intercept term. For the intercept, the hypothesis is that the mean across all conditions is

zero:

H00 :µ1 + µ2 + µ3

3 = 0 (21)

H00 :13µ1 + 1
3µ2 + 1

3µ3 = 0 (22)

This null hypothesis has weights of 1/3 for all condition means. The weights from all

three hypotheses that were defined are now combined and written into a matrix that we refer

to as the hypothesis matrix (Hc):

HcSum <- rbind(cH00=c(low= 1/3, med= 1/3, hi= 1/3),

cH01=c(low=+2/3, med=-1/3, hi=-1/3),

cH02=c(low=-1/3, med=+2/3, hi=-1/3))

fractions(t(HcSum))

## cH00 cH01 cH02
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## low 1/3 2/3 -1/3

## med 1/3 -1/3 2/3

## hi 1/3 -1/3 -1/3

Each set of weights is first entered as a row into the matrix (command rbind()). This

has mathematical reasons that we discuss below. However, we then switch rows and columns

of the matrix for easier readability using the command t() (this transposes the matrix, i.e.,

switches rows and columns).1 The command fractions() turns the decimals into fractions

to improve readability.

Now that the condition weights from the hypotheses have been written into the

hypothesis matrix, the third step of the procedure is implemented: a matrix operation called

the “generalized matrix inverse”2 is used to obtain the contrast matrix that is needed to test

these hypotheses in a linear model. In R this next step is done using the function ginv()

from the MASS package. We here define a function ginv2() for nicer formatting of the

output.3

ginv2 <- function(x) # define a function to make the output nicer

fractions(provideDimnames(ginv(x),base=dimnames(x)[2:1]))

1Matrix transpose changes the arrangement of the columns and rows of a matrix, but leaves the content

of the matrix unchanged. For example, for the matrix X with three rows and two columns X =


a b

c d

e f

,

the transpose yields a matrix with two rows and three columns, where the rows and columns are flipped:

XT =

 a c e

b d f

.

2At this point, there is no need to understand in detail what this means. We refer the interested reader to

Appendix D. For a quick overview, we recommend a vignette explaining the generalized inverse in the matlib

package (Friendly, Fox, & Chalmers, 2018).
3The function fractions() from the MASS package is used to make the output more easily readable, and

the function provideDimnames() is used to keep row and column names.

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/matlib/vignettes/ginv.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/matlib/vignettes/ginv.html
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Applying the generalized inverse to the hypothesis matrix results in the new matrix

XcSum. This is the contrast matrix Xc that tests exactly those hypotheses that were specified

earlier:

(XcSum <- ginv2(HcSum))

## cH00 cH01 cH02

## low 1 1 0

## med 1 0 1

## hi 1 -1 -1

This contrast matrix corresponds exactly to the sum contrasts described above. In

the case of the sum contrast, the contrast matrix looks very different from the hypothesis

matrix. The contrast matrix in sum contrasts codes with +1 the condition that is to be

compared to the GM. The condition that is never compared to the GM is coded as −1.

Without knowing the relationship between the hypothesis matrix and the contrast matrix,

the meaning of the coefficients is completely opaque.

To verify this custom-made contrast matrix, it is compared to the sum contrast

matrix as generated by the R function contr.sum() in the stats package. The resulting

contrast matrix is identical to the result when adding the intercept term, a column of ones,

to the contrast matrix:

fractions(cbind(1,contr.sum(3)))

## [,1] [,2] [,3]

## 1 1 1 0

## 2 1 0 1

## 3 1 -1 -1

In order to test the hypotheses, step four in our procedure involves assigning sum
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contrasts to the factor F in our example data, and running a linear model.4 This allows

estimating the regression coefficients associated with each contrast. We compare these to the

data in Table 6 to test whether the regression coefficients actually correspond to the

differences of condition means, as intended. To define the contrast, it is necessary to remove

the intercept term, as this is automatically added by the linear model function lm() in R.

contrasts(simdat2$F) <- XcSum[,2:3]

m1_mr <- lm(DV ~ 1 + F, data=simdat2)

Table 8

Regression model using the sum contrast.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(9) p

Intercept 450 [437, 463] 77.62 < .001

FcH01 50 [32, 69] 6.11 < .001

FcH02 0 [−18, 19] 0.01 .992

The linear model regression coefficients (see Table 8) show the GM response time of

450 ms in the intercept. Remember that the first regression coefficient FcH01 was designed

to test our first hypothesis that low frequency words are responded to slower than the GM.

The regression coefficient FcH01 (“Estimate”) of 50 exactly reflects the difference between

low frequency words (500 ms) and the GM of 450 ms. The second hypothesis was that

response times for medium frequency words differ from the GM. The fact that the second

regression coefficient FcH02 is exactly 0 indicates that response times for medium frequency

words (450 ms) are identical with the GM of 450 ms. Although there is evidence against the

null hypothesis that low-frequency words have the same reading time as the GM, there is no
4Alternative ways to specify default contrasts in R are to set contrasts globally using

options(contrasts="contr.sum") or to set contrasts locally only for a specific analysis, by in-

cluding a named list specifying contrasts for each factor in a linear model: lm(DV ~ 1 + F,

contrasts=list(F="contr.sum")).
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evidence against the null hypothesis that medium frequency words have the same reading

times as the GM.

We have now not only derived contrasts and hypothesis tests for the sum contrast, we

have also used a powerful and highly general procedure that is used to generate contrasts for

many kinds of different hypotheses and experimental designs.

Further examples of contrasts illustrated with a factor with four levels

In order to understand repeated difference and polynomial contrasts, it may

be instructive to consider an experiment with one between-subject factor with four levels.

We simulate such a data-set using the function mixedDesign. The sample sizes for each level

and the means and standard errors are shown in Table 9, and the means and standard errors

are also shown graphically in Figure 3.

We assume that the four factor levels F1 to F4 reflect levels of word frequency,

including the levels low, medium-low, medium-high, and high frequency words, and that

the dependent variable reflects some response time.5

# Data, means, and figure

M <- matrix(c(10, 20, 10, 40), nrow=4, ncol=1, byrow=FALSE)

set.seed(1)

simdat3 <- mixedDesign(B=4, W=NULL, n=5, M=M, SD=10, long = TRUE)

names(simdat3)[1] <- "F" # Rename B_A to F(actor)

levels(simdat3$F) <- c("F1", "F2", "F3", "F4")

table3 <- simdat3 %>% group_by(F) %>%

summarize(N=length(DV), M=mean(DV), SD=sd(DV), SE=SD/sqrt(N) )

5Qualitatively, the simulated pattern of results is actually empirically observed for word frequency effects

on single fixation durations (Heister, Würzner, & Kliegl, 2012).
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(GM <- mean(table3$M)) # Grand Mean

## [1] 20

Table 9

Summary statistics for simulated data with one between-subjects factor with four levels.

Factor F N data points Estimated means Standard deviations Standard errors

F1 5 10.0 10.0 4.5

F2 5 20.0 10.0 4.5

F3 5 10.0 10.0 4.5

F4 5 40.0 10.0 4.5

Repeated contrasts

Arguably, the most popular contrast psychologists and psycholinguists are interested in

is the comparison between neighboring levels of a factor. This type of contrast is called

repeated contrast. In our example, our research question might be whether the

frequency level low leads to slower response times than frequency level medium-low, whether

frequency level medium-low leads to slower response times than frequency level

medium-high, and whether frequency level medium-high leads to slower response times than

frequency level high.

Repeated contrasts are used to implement these comparisons. Consider first how

to derive the contrast matrix for repeated contrasts, starting out by specifying the

hypotheses that are to be tested about the data. Importantly, this again applies the general

strategy of how to translate (any) hypotheses about differences between groups or conditions

into a set of contrasts, yielding a powerful tool of great value in many research settings. We

follow the four-step procedure outlined above.
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Figure 3 . Means and error bars (showing standard errors) for a simulated data-set with one

between-subjects factor with four levels.

The first step is to specify our hypotheses, and to write them down in a way such that

their weights can be extracted easily. For a four-level factor, the three hypotheses are:

H02−1 : −1 · µ1 + 1 · µ2 + 0 · µ3 + 0 · µ4 = 0 (23)

H03−2 : 0 · µ1 − 1 · µ2 + 1 · µ3 + 0 · µ4 = 0 (24)

H04−3 : 0 · µ1 + 0 · µ2 − 1 · µ3 + 1 · µ4 = 0 (25)

Here, the µx are the mean response times in condition x. Each hypothesis gives

weights to the different condition means. The first hypothesis (H02−1) tests the difference

between condition mean for F2 (µ2) minus the condition mean for F1 (µ1), but ignores
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condition means for F3 and F4 (µ3, µ4). µ1 has a weight of −1, µ2 has a weight of +1, and

µ3 and µ4 have weights of 0. As the second step, the vector of weights for the first

hypothesis is extracted as c2vs1 <- c(F1=-1,F2=+1,F3=0,F4=0). Next, the same thing is

done for the other hypotheses - the weights for all hypotheses are extracted and coded into a

hypothesis matrix in R:

t(HcRE <- rbind(c2vs1=c(F1=-1,F2=+1,F3= 0,F4= 0),

c3vs2=c(F1= 0,F2=-1,F3=+1,F4= 0),

c4vs3=c(F1= 0,F2= 0,F3=-1,F4=+1)))

## c2vs1 c3vs2 c4vs3

## F1 -1 0 0

## F2 1 -1 0

## F3 0 1 -1

## F4 0 0 1

Again, we show the transposed version of the hypothesis matrix (switching rows and

columns), but now we leave out the hypothesis for the intercept (we discuss below when this

can be neglected).

Next, the new contrast matrix XcRE is obtained. This is the contrast matrix Xc that

exactly tests the hypotheses written down above:

(XcRE <- ginv2(HcRE))

## c2vs1 c3vs2 c4vs3

## F1 -3/4 -1/2 -1/4

## F2 1/4 -1/2 -1/4

## F3 1/4 1/2 -1/4

## F4 1/4 1/2 3/4
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In the case of the repeated contrast, the contrast matrix again looks very different

from the hypothesis matrix. In this case, the contrast matrix looks a lot less intuitive than

the hypothesis matrix, and if one did not know the associated hypothesis matrix, it seems

unclear what the contrast matrix would actually test. To verify this custom-made contrast

matrix, we compare it to the repeated contrast matrix as generated by the R function

contr.sdif() in the MASS package (Venables & Ripley, 2002). The resulting contrast

matrix is identical to our result:

fractions(contr.sdif(4))

## 2-1 3-2 4-3

## 1 -3/4 -1/2 -1/4

## 2 1/4 -1/2 -1/4

## 3 1/4 1/2 -1/4

## 4 1/4 1/2 3/4

Step four in the procedure is to apply repeated contrasts to the factor F in the

example data, and to run a linear model. This allows us to estimate the regression

coefficients associated with each contrast. These are compared to the data in Figure 3 to test

whether the regression coefficients actually correspond to the differences between successive

condition means, as intended.

contrasts(simdat3$F) <- XcRE

m2_mr <- lm(DV ~ 1 + F, data=simdat3)

The results (see Table 10) show that as expected, the regression coefficients reflect

exactly the differences that were of interest: the regression coefficient (“Estimate”) Fc2vs1

has a value of 10, which exactly corresponds to the difference between condition mean for F2

(20) minus condition mean for F1 (10), i.e., 20− 10 = 10. Likewise, the regression coefficient

Fc3vs2 has a value of −10, which corresponds to the difference between condition mean for
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Table 10

Repeated contrasts.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(16) p

Intercept 20 [15, 25] 8.94 < .001

Fc2vs1 10 [−3, 23] 1.58 .133

Fc3vs2 -10 [−23, 3] -1.58 .133

Fc4vs3 30 [17, 43] 4.74 < .001

F3 (10) minus condition mean for F2 (20), i.e., 10− 20 = −10. Finally, the regression

coefficient Fc4vs3 has a value of 30, which reflects the difference between condition F4 (40)

minus condition F3 (10), i.e., 40− 10 = 30. Thus, the regression coefficients reflect

differences between successive or neighboring condition means, and test the corresponding

null hypotheses.

To sum up, formally writing down the hypotheses, extracting the weights into a

hypothesis matrix, and applying the generalized matrix inverse operation yields a set of

contrast coefficients that provide the desired estimates. This procedure is very general: it

allows us to derive the contrast matrix corresponding to any set of hypotheses that one may

want to test. The four-step procedure described above allows us to construct contrast

matrices that are among the standard set of contrasts in R (repeated contrasts or sum

contrasts, etc.), and also allows us to construct non-standard custom contrasts that are

specifically tailored to the particular hypotheses one wants to test. The hypothesis matrix

and the contrast matrix are linked by the generalized inverse; understanding this link is the

key ingredient to understanding contrasts in diverse settings.
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Contrasts in linear regression analysis: The design or model matrix

We have now discussed how different contrasts are created from the hypothesis matrix.

However, we have not treated in detail how exactly contrasts are used in a linear model.

Here, we will see that the contrasts for a factor in a linear model are just the same thing as

continuous numeric predictors (i.e., covariates) in a linear/multiple regression analysis. That

is, contrasts are the way to encode discrete factor levels into numeric predictor variables to

use in linear/multiple regression analysis, by encoding which differences between factor levels

are tested. The contrast matrix Xc that we have looked at so far has one entry (row) for

each experimental condition. For use in a linear model, however, the contrast matrix is

coded into a design or model matrix X, where each individual data point has one row. The

design matrix X can be extracted using the function model.matrix():

(contrasts(simdat3$F) <- XcRE) # contrast matrix

## c2vs1 c3vs2 c4vs3

## F1 -3/4 -1/2 -1/4

## F2 1/4 -1/2 -1/4

## F3 1/4 1/2 -1/4

## F4 1/4 1/2 3/4

(covars <- as.data.frame(model.matrix(~ 1 + F, simdat3))) # design matrix

## (Intercept) Fc2vs1 Fc3vs2 Fc4vs3

## 1 1 -0.75 -0.5 -0.25

## 2 1 -0.75 -0.5 -0.25

## 3 1 -0.75 -0.5 -0.25

## 4 1 -0.75 -0.5 -0.25

## 5 1 -0.75 -0.5 -0.25
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## 6 1 0.25 -0.5 -0.25

## 7 1 0.25 -0.5 -0.25

## 8 1 0.25 -0.5 -0.25

## 9 1 0.25 -0.5 -0.25

## 10 1 0.25 -0.5 -0.25

## 11 1 0.25 0.5 -0.25

## 12 1 0.25 0.5 -0.25

## 13 1 0.25 0.5 -0.25

## 14 1 0.25 0.5 -0.25

## 15 1 0.25 0.5 -0.25

## 16 1 0.25 0.5 0.75

## 17 1 0.25 0.5 0.75

## 18 1 0.25 0.5 0.75

## 19 1 0.25 0.5 0.75

## 20 1 0.25 0.5 0.75

For each of the 20 subjects, four numbers are stored in this model matrix. They

represent the three values of three predictor variables used to predict response times in the

task. Indeed, this matrix is exactly the design matrix X commonly used in multiple

regression analysis, where each column represents one numeric predictor variable (covariate),

and the first column codes the intercept term.

To further illustrate this, the covariates are extracted from this design matrix and

stored separately as numeric predictor variables in the data-frame:

simdat3[,c("Fc2vs1","Fc3vs2","Fc4vs3")] <- covars[,2:4]

They are now used as numeric predictor variables in a multiple regression analysis:
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m3_mr <- lm(DV ~ 1 + Fc2vs1 + Fc3vs2 + Fc4vs3, data=simdat3)

Table 11

Repeated contrasts as linear regression.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(16) p

Intercept 20 [15, 25] 8.94 < .001

Fc2vs1 10 [−3, 23] 1.58 .133

Fc3vs2 -10 [−23, 3] -1.58 .133

Fc4vs3 30 [17, 43] 4.74 < .001

The results show that the regression coefficients are exactly the same as in the

contrast-based analysis shown in the previous section (Table 10). This demonstrates that

contrasts serve to code discrete factor levels into a linear/multiple regression analysis by

numerically encoding comparisons between specific condition means.

Figure 4 provides an overview of the introduced contrasts.
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H01
: 0 = µ̄

H02
: µF1 = µ̄

H03
: µF2 = µ̄

H04 : µF3 = µ̄
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Treatment contrast Sum contrast Repeated contrast

Contrast
matrix

Hypothesis
matrix

Hypothesis tests:

Expected data:

contr.treatment(4) contr.sum(4) contr.sdif(4)

Compute regression coefficients:

H01
: µF1 = 0

H02
: µF1 = µF2

H03
: µF1 = µF3

H04 : µF1 = µF4
<latexit sha1_base64="4r+gFDn2ytnBMjZ6QYPQNZFCZKQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4r+gFDn2ytnBMjZ6QYPQNZFCZKQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4r+gFDn2ytnBMjZ6QYPQNZFCZKQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4r+gFDn2ytnBMjZ6QYPQNZFCZKQ=">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</latexit>

H01
: 0 = µ̄

H02
: µF1 = µF2

H03
: µF2 = µF3

H04 : µF3 = µF4
<latexit sha1_base64="lvcGwmurClfebHWssDZzfmMWoN4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lvcGwmurClfebHWssDZzfmMWoN4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lvcGwmurClfebHWssDZzfmMWoN4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lvcGwmurClfebHWssDZzfmMWoN4=">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</latexit>

µ = (µF1, µF2, µF3, µF4) = (10, 20, 10, 40)
<latexit sha1_base64="dbJ//lGXGAvBD4sgvv6bbm+OH00=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dbJ//lGXGAvBD4sgvv6bbm+OH00=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dbJ//lGXGAvBD4sgvv6bbm+OH00=">AAADDHichVHLSsNAFD2N73fVpZtgERSkJLWgG8FncSMoWBVUShLHGpoXSVrQ0l/wN/wBd+LWnVtFv8WFZ8ZYUBEnTO6Zc+89c+9cO/LcJDWM15zW09vXPzA4NDwyOjY+kZ+cOkzCZuyIqhN6YXxsW4nw3EBUUzf1xHEUC8u3PXFkNzal/6gl4sQNg4P0KhJnvlUP3AvXsVJStfz6qd/UV/V5mlq7YnYW9U9U6qKlLip3FmSoaSzqJW5py8ZCLV8wioZa+m9gZqCAbO2F+Tec4hwhHDThQyBASuzBQsLvBCYMROTO0CYXE7nKL9DBMHObjBKMsMg2+K/zdJKxAc9SM1HZDm/xuGNm6pjjrihFm9HyVkGc0L5zXyuu/ucNbaUsK7yitak4pBR3yae4ZMR/mX4W+VXL/5myqxQXWFHduKwvUozs0+nqbNETk2soj45tFVmnhq3OLb5AQFtlBfKVvxR01fE5raWsUCpBpmhRL6aVr896OGbz51B/g8NS0TSK5n65sLaRDXwQM5jFPKe6jDXsYI91OLjFE57xot1od9q99vAZquWynGl8W9rjB6sYo6I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dbJ//lGXGAvBD4sgvv6bbm+OH00=">AAADDHichVHLSsNAFD2N73fVpZtgERSkJLWgG8FncSMoWBVUShLHGpoXSVrQ0l/wN/wBd+LWnVtFv8WFZ8ZYUBEnTO6Zc+89c+9cO/LcJDWM15zW09vXPzA4NDwyOjY+kZ+cOkzCZuyIqhN6YXxsW4nw3EBUUzf1xHEUC8u3PXFkNzal/6gl4sQNg4P0KhJnvlUP3AvXsVJStfz6qd/UV/V5mlq7YnYW9U9U6qKlLip3FmSoaSzqJW5py8ZCLV8wioZa+m9gZqCAbO2F+Tec4hwhHDThQyBASuzBQsLvBCYMROTO0CYXE7nKL9DBMHObjBKMsMg2+K/zdJKxAc9SM1HZDm/xuGNm6pjjrihFm9HyVkGc0L5zXyuu/ucNbaUsK7yitak4pBR3yae4ZMR/mX4W+VXL/5myqxQXWFHduKwvUozs0+nqbNETk2soj45tFVmnhq3OLb5AQFtlBfKVvxR01fE5raWsUCpBpmhRL6aVr896OGbz51B/g8NS0TSK5n65sLaRDXwQM5jFPKe6jDXsYI91OLjFE57xot1od9q99vAZquWynGl8W9rjB6sYo6I=</latexit>

H0
<latexit sha1_base64="j/L1FU1zprq+e9ppc0PzFbqaZ/k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j/L1FU1zprq+e9ppc0PzFbqaZ/k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j/L1FU1zprq+e9ppc0PzFbqaZ/k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j/L1FU1zprq+e9ppc0PzFbqaZ/k=">AAACzHichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1tfVY9egkXwVBIR9Fh80YtS0T6glpKk27o0LzbbQi29evOqv01/iwe/XaOgRbphM7PffPPtzI4b+zyRlvWWMRYWl5ZXsrn86tr6xmZha7ueREPhsZoX+ZFouk7CfB6ymuTSZ81YMCdwfdZwB2cq3hgxkfAovJPjmLUDpx/yHvccCei20rE6haJVsvQyZx07dYqUrmpUeKd76lJEHg0pIEYhSfg+OZTga5FNFsXA2jQBJuBxHWc0pTxyh2AxMBygA/z7OLVSNMRZaSY628MtPrZApkn72Jda0QVb3crgJ7Af2I8a6/97w0QrqwrHsC4Uc1rxCrikBzDmZQYp87uW+ZmqK0k9OtHdcNQXa0T16f3onCMigA10xKQLzexDw9XnEV4ghK2hAvXK3wqm7rgL62jLtEqYKjrQE7Dq9VEPxmz/HeqsUz8s2VbJvjkqlk/TgWdpl/boAFM9pjJVqIo6PFT3TC/0alwb0pgY0y+qkUlzdujXMp4+AT1pj3w=</latexit>

µ = Xc�
<latexit sha1_base64="1lKwa6y0Ju6YCg/JxlQr79qCqPE=">AAAC2nichVFLS8NAEJ7GV1sfjXr0EiyCp5KIoBeh+MKLUME+oC1lk25raF4k20ItXryJV29e9Ufpb/Hgt2sUtEg3bGb2m2++ndmxI89NhGm+ZbS5+YXFpWwuv7yyulbQ1zdqSTiMHV51Qi+MGzZLuOcGvCpc4fFGFHPm2x6v24MTGa+PeJy4YXAtxhFv+6wfuD3XYQJQRy+0/KFxZDQ6jtGyuWAdvWiWTLWMacdKnSKlqxLq79SiLoXk0JB84hSQgO8RowRfkywyKQLWpgmwGJ6r4pzuKI/cIVgcDAZ0gH8fp2aKBjhLzURlO7jFw46RadAO9rlStMGWt3L4CewH9q3C+v/eMFHKssIxrA3FnFK8BC7oBoxZmX7K/K5ldqbsSlCPDlU3LuqLFCL7dH50ThGJgQ1UxKAzxexDw1bnEV4ggK2iAvnK3wqG6rgLy5TlSiVIFRn0Ylj5+qgHY7b+DnXaqe2VLLNkXe0Xy8fpwLO0Rdu0i6keUJkuqII65OSf6YVetZZ2rz1oj19ULZPmbNKvpT19AoQPlDs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1lKwa6y0Ju6YCg/JxlQr79qCqPE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1lKwa6y0Ju6YCg/JxlQr79qCqPE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1lKwa6y0Ju6YCg/JxlQr79qCqPE=">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</latexit>

µF1 = �0 = 10
µF2 = �0 + �1 = 20
µF3 = �0 + �2 = 10
µF4 = �0 + �3 = 40

<latexit sha1_base64="k2rA4J4SkmcQH+AKyl+PHSbfZxs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k2rA4J4SkmcQH+AKyl+PHSbfZxs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k2rA4J4SkmcQH+AKyl+PHSbfZxs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k2rA4J4SkmcQH+AKyl+PHSbfZxs=">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</latexit>

µF1 = �0 + �1

µF2 = �0 + �2

µF3 = �0 + �3

µF4 = �0 � �1 � �2 � �3
<latexit sha1_base64="W8ywWWE+v2DvTX+SAMTCfleYFUE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W8ywWWE+v2DvTX+SAMTCfleYFUE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W8ywWWE+v2DvTX+SAMTCfleYFUE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W8ywWWE+v2DvTX+SAMTCfleYFUE=">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</latexit>

µF1 = �0 � 3
4 · �1 � 1

2 · �2 + 1
4 · �3

µF2 = �0 + 1
4 · �1 � 1

2 · �2 + 1
4 · �3

µF3 = �0 + 1
4 · �1 + 1

2 · �2 + 1
4 · �3

µF4 = �0 + 1
4 · �1 + 1

2 · �2 � 3
4 · �3

<latexit sha1_base64="ftJ+KeDr6QhIl2xTvz2neNBcuVY=">AAAEkXicrVFdaxNBFL1ZV23jR1P76MtgEIRq2E0C2odCqFoEEaqYtpAtYXYzWZfsF7OTQrrsz/NH6G/xwbPDpJ+ECnaW2Xvn3HvPuTPXz+OoUI7zq2Hds+8/eLi23nz0+MnTjdbms8Mim8tADIMszuSxzwsRR6kYqkjF4jiXgid+LI782fs6fnQqZBFl6Xe1yMVJwsM0mkYBV4DGm42fni/CKC25lHxRlXHFml4yH5f7bsV2GYKKjx32hnlTyYOyV5X9innBJFMm5p7H3KrsXo112fZF7Fpdj3neUqp7WWp1yV1I9f5Vavu/pfp3IbX64SEl0omZ27jVdjqOXuym4xqnTWYdZK3f5NGEMgpoTgkJSknBj4lTgW9ELjmUAzuhEpiEF+m4oIqaqJ0jSyCDA53hH+I0MmiKc81Z6OoAKjG2RCWjl9j7mtFHdq0q4Bewf7DPNBauVCg1c93hAtYH47pm/AJc0Q9k3FaZmMxlL7dX1rdSNKV3+jYR+ss1Ut8zOOf5gIgENtMRRh91ZggOX59P8QIp7BAd1K+8ZGD6xhNYrq3QLKlh5OCTsPXrox+M2b0+1JvOYbfjOh33a7892DMDX6Pn9IJeYapvaUCf6AB9BNZr65s1sjx7y96xB7bJtRqmZouuLPvzX5gVJwo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ftJ+KeDr6QhIl2xTvz2neNBcuVY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ftJ+KeDr6QhIl2xTvz2neNBcuVY=">AAAEkXicrVFdaxNBFL1ZV23jR1P76MtgEIRq2E0C2odCqFoEEaqYtpAtYXYzWZfsF7OTQrrsz/NH6G/xwbPDpJ+ECnaW2Xvn3HvPuTPXz+OoUI7zq2Hds+8/eLi23nz0+MnTjdbms8Mim8tADIMszuSxzwsRR6kYqkjF4jiXgid+LI782fs6fnQqZBFl6Xe1yMVJwsM0mkYBV4DGm42fni/CKC25lHxRlXHFml4yH5f7bsV2GYKKjx32hnlTyYOyV5X9innBJFMm5p7H3KrsXo112fZF7Fpdj3neUqp7WWp1yV1I9f5Vavu/pfp3IbX64SEl0omZ27jVdjqOXuym4xqnTWYdZK3f5NGEMgpoTgkJSknBj4lTgW9ELjmUAzuhEpiEF+m4oIqaqJ0jSyCDA53hH+I0MmiKc81Z6OoAKjG2RCWjl9j7mtFHdq0q4Bewf7DPNBauVCg1c93hAtYH47pm/AJc0Q9k3FaZmMxlL7dX1rdSNKV3+jYR+ss1Ut8zOOf5gIgENtMRRh91ZggOX59P8QIp7BAd1K+8ZGD6xhNYrq3QLKlh5OCTsPXrox+M2b0+1JvOYbfjOh33a7892DMDX6Pn9IJeYapvaUCf6AB9BNZr65s1sjx7y96xB7bJtRqmZouuLPvzX5gVJwo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ftJ+KeDr6QhIl2xTvz2neNBcuVY=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2 . Means and error bars (showing standard errors) for a simulated data-set with one

between-subjects factor with four levels.

H02≠1 : ≠1 · µ1 + 1 · µ2 + 0 · µ3 + 0 · µ4 = 0 (22)

H03≠2 : 0 · µ1 ≠ 1 · µ2 + 1 · µ3 + 0 · µ4 = 0 (23)

H04≠3 : 0 · µ1 + 0 · µ2 ≠ 1 · µ3 + 1 · µ4 = 0 (24)

Here, the µx are the mean response times in condition x. We can see that each

hypothesis gives weights to the di�erent condition means. The first hypothesis (H02≠1) tests

the di�erence between condition mean for F2 (µ2) minus the condition mean for F1 (µ1), but

ignores condition means for F3 and F4 (µ3, µ4). Thus, µ1 has a weight of ≠1, µ2 has a

weight of +1, and µ3 and µ4 have weights of 0. As our second step, we can thus extract the

vector of weights for the first hypothesis as c2vs1 <- c(F1=-1,F2=+1,F3=0,F4=0). Next,

β0 = 
F1 = 
10

β1 = F2-F1 = 10

β2 = F3-F1 = 0

β3 = 
F4-F1 
= 30
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Here, the µx are the mean response times in condition x. We can see that each

hypothesis gives weights to the di�erent condition means. The first hypothesis (H02≠1) tests

the di�erence between condition mean for F2 (µ2) minus the condition mean for F1 (µ1), but

ignores condition means for F3 and F4 (µ3, µ4). Thus, µ1 has a weight of ≠1, µ2 has a

weight of +1, and µ3 and µ4 have weights of 0. As our second step, we can thus extract the

vector of weights for the first hypothesis as c2vs1 <- c(F1=-1,F2=+1,F3=0,F4=0). Next,

β0 = 
μ = 
20

β2 = F2-μ = 0

β3 = F3-μ = -10

β1 = 
F1-μ
= -10
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ignores condition means for F3 and F4 (µ3, µ4). Thus, µ1 has a weight of ≠1, µ2 has a

weight of +1, and µ3 and µ4 have weights of 0. As our second step, we can thus extract the
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β0 = 
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20

β1 = F2-F1 
= 10

β2 = F3-F2 
= -10

β3 = 
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Figure 4 . Overview of contrasts including treatment, sum, and repeated contrasts. From top

to bottom panels, we illustrate the computation of regression coefficients, show the contrast

and hypothesis matrices, formulas for computing regression coefficients, the null hypotheses

tested by each coefficient, and formulas for estimated data.
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Polynomial contrasts

Polynomial contrasts are another option for analyzing factors. Suppose that we

expect a linear trend across conditions, where the response increases by a constant

magnitude with each successive factor level. This could be the expectation when four levels

of a factor reflect decreasing levels of word frequency (i.e., four factor levels: high,

medium-high, medium-low, and low word frequency), where one expects the lowest response

for high frequency words, and successively higher responses for lower word frequencies. The

effect for each individual level of a factor may not be strong enough for detecting it in the

statistical model. Specifying a linear trend in a polynomial constrast allows us to pool the

whole increase into a single coefficient for the linear trend, increasing statistical power to

detect the increase. Such a specification constrains the hypothesis to one interpretable

degree of freedom, e.g., a linear increase across factor levels. The larger the number of factor

levels, the more parsimonious are polynomial contrasts compared to contrast-based

specifications as introduced in the previous sections or compared to an omnibus F-test.

Going beyond a linear trend, one may also have expectations about quadratic trends. For

example, one may expect an increase only among very low frequency words, but no

difference between high and medium-high frequency words.

Xpol <- contr.poly(4)

(contrasts(simdat3$F) <- Xpol)

## .L .Q .C

## [1,] -0.671 0.5 -0.224

## [2,] -0.224 -0.5 0.671

## [3,] 0.224 -0.5 -0.671

## [4,] 0.671 0.5 0.224
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m1_mr.Xpol <- lm(DV ~ 1 + F, data=simdat3)

Table 12

Polynomial contrasts.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(16) p

Intercept 20 [15, 25] 8.94 < .001

F L 18 [8, 27] 4.00 .001

F Q 10 [1, 19] 2.24 .040

F C 13 [4, 23] 3.00 .008

In this example (see Table 12), condition means increase across factor levels in a linear

fashion, but the quadratic and cubic trends are also significant.

Custom contrasts

Sometimes, a hypothesis about a pattern of means takes a form that cannot be

expressed by the standard sets of contrasts available in R. For example, a theory or model

may make quantitative predictions about the expected pattern of means. Alternatively, prior

empirical research findings or logical reasoning may suggest a specific qualitative pattern.

Such predictions could be quantitatively constrained when they come from a computational

or mathematical model, but when a theory only predicts a qualitative pattern, these

predictions can be represented by choosing some plausible values for the means (Baguley,

2012). For example, assume that a theory predicts for the pattern of means presented in

Figure 3 that the first two means (for F1 and F2) are identical, but that means for levels F3

and F4 increase linearly. One starts approximating a contrast by giving a potential expected

outcome of means, such as M = c(10, 10, 20, 30). It is possible to turn these predicted

means into a contrast by centering them (i.e., subtracting the mean of 17.5): M = c(-7.5,
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-7.5, 2.5, 12.5). This already works as a contrast. It is possible to further simplify this

by dividing by 2.5, which yields M = c(-3, -3, 1, 5). We will use this contrast in a

regression model. Notice that if you have I conditions, you can specify I − 1 contrasts.

However, it is also possible to specify less contrasts than this maximum number of I − 1.

The example below illustrates this point:

(contrasts(simdat3$F) <- cbind(c(-3, -3, 1, 5)))

## [,1]

## [1,] -3

## [2,] -3

## [3,] 1

## [4,] 5

C <- model.matrix(~ 1 + F, data=simdat3)

simdat3$Fcust <- C[,"F1"]

m1_mr.Xcust <- lm(DV ~ 1 + Fcust, data=simdat3)

Table 13

Custom contrasts.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(18) p

Intercept 20 [14, 26] 6.97 < .001

Fcust 3 [1, 5] 3.15 .006

For cases where a qualitative pattern of means can be realized with more than one set

of quantitative values, Baguley (2012) notes that often the precise numbers may not be

decisive. He also suggests selecting the simplest set of integer numbers that matches the

desired pattern.
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What makes a good set of contrasts?

Contrasts decompose ANOVA omnibus F tests into several component comparisons

(Baguley, 2012). Orthogonal contrasts decompose the sum of squares of the F test into

additive independent subcomponents, which allows for clarity in interpreting each effect. As

mentioned earlier, for a factor with I levels one can make I − 1 comparisons. For example, in

a design with one factor with two levels, only one comparison is possible (between the two

factor levels). More generally, if we have a factor with I1 and another factor with I2 levels,

then the total number of conditions is I1 × I2 = ν (not I1 + I2!), which implies a maximum

of ν − 1 contrasts.

For example, in a design with one factor with three levels, A, B, and C, in principle

one could make three comparisons (A vs. B, A vs. C, B vs. C). However, after defining an

intercept, only two means can be compared. Therefore, for a factor with three levels, we

define two comparisons within one statistical model. F tests are nothing but combinations,

or bundles of contrasts. F tests are less specific and they lack focus, but they are useful when

the hypothesis in question is vague. However, a significant F test leaves unclear what effects

the data actually show. Contrasts are very useful to test specific effects in the data.

One critical precondition for contrasts is that they implement different hypotheses that

are not collinear, that is, that none of the contrasts can be generated from the other

contrasts by linear combination. For example, the contrast c1 = c(1,2,3) can be generated

from the contrast c2 = c(3,4,5) simply by computing c2 - 2. Therefore, contrasts c1 and

c2 cannot be used simultaneously. That is, each contrast needs to encode some independent

information about the data. Otherwise, the model cannot be estimated, and the lm()

function gives an error, indicating that the design matrix is "rank deficient".

There are (at least) two criteria to decide what a good contrast is. First, orthogonal

contrasts have advantages as they test mutually independent hypotheses about the data (see
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Dobson & Barnett, 2011, sec. 6.2.5, p. 91 for a detailed explanation of orthogonality).

Second, it is crucial that contrasts are defined in a way such that they answer the research

questions. This second point is crucial. One way to accomplish this, is to use the hypothesis

matrix to generate contrasts, as this ensures that one uses contrasts that exactly test the

hypotheses of interest in a given study.

Centered contrasts

Contrasts are often constrained to be centered, such that the individual contrast

coefficients ci for different factor levels i sum to 0: ∑I
i=1 ci = 0. This has advantages when

testing interactions with other factors or covariates (we discuss interactions between factors

below). All contrasts discussed here are centered except for the treatment contrast, in

which the contrast coefficients for each contrast do not sum to zero:

colSums(contr.treatment(4))

## 2 3 4

## 1 1 1

Other contrasts, such as repeated contrasts, are centered and the contrast

coefficients for each contrast sum to 0:

colSums(contr.sdif(4))

## 2-1 3-2 4-3

## 0 0 0

The contrast coefficients mentioned above appear in the contrast matrix. By contrast,

the weights in the hypothesis matrix are always centered. This is also true for the

treatment contrast. The reason is that they code hypotheses, which always relate to

comparisons between conditions or bundles of conditions. The only exception are the weights
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for the intercept, which always sum to 1 in the hypothesis matrix. This is done to ensure

that when applying the generalized matrix inverse, the intercept results in a constant term

with values of 1 in the contrast matrix. That the intercept is coded by a column of 1s in the

contrast matrix accords to convention as it provides a scaling of the intercept coefficient that

is simple to interpret. An important question concerns whether (or when) the intercept

needs to be considered in the generalized matrix inversion, and whether (or when) it can be

ignored. This question is closely related to the concept of orthogonal contrasts, a concept we

turn to below.

Orthogonal contrasts

Two centered contrasts c1 and c2 are orthogonal to each other if the following condition

applies. Here, i is the i-th cell of the vector representing the contrast.

I∑
i=1

c1,i · c2,i = 0 (26)

Orthogonality can be determined easily in R by computing the correlation between two

contrasts. Orthogonal contrasts have a correlation of 0. Contrasts are therefore just a special

case for the general case of predictors in regression models, where two numeric predictor

variables are orthogonal if they are un-correlated.

For example, coding two factors in a 2× 2 design (we return to this case in a section

on ANOVA below) using sum contrasts, these sum contrasts and their interaction are

orthogonal to each other:

(Xsum <- cbind(F1=c(1,1,-1,-1), F2=c(1,-1,1,-1), F1xF2=c(1,-1,-1,1)))

## F1 F2 F1xF2

## [1,] 1 1 1
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## [2,] 1 -1 -1

## [3,] -1 1 -1

## [4,] -1 -1 1

cor(Xsum)

## F1 F2 F1xF2

## F1 1 0 0

## F2 0 1 0

## F1xF2 0 0 1

Notice that the correlations between the different contrasts (i.e., the off-diagonals) are exactly

0. Sum contrasts coding one multi-level factor, however, are not orthogonal to each other:

cor(contr.sum(4))

## [,1] [,2] [,3]

## [1,] 1.0 0.5 0.5

## [2,] 0.5 1.0 0.5

## [3,] 0.5 0.5 1.0

Here, the correlations between individual contrasts, which appear in the off-diagonals,

deviate from 0, indicating non-orthogonality. The same is also true for treatment and

repeated contrasts:

cor(contr.sdif(4))

## 2-1 3-2 4-3

## 2-1 1.000 0.577 0.333

## 3-2 0.577 1.000 0.577

## 4-3 0.333 0.577 1.000
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cor(contr.treatment(4))

## 2 3 4

## 2 1.000 -0.333 -0.333

## 3 -0.333 1.000 -0.333

## 4 -0.333 -0.333 1.000

Orthogonality of contrasts plays a critical role when computing the generalized inverse.

In the inversion operation, orthogonal contrasts are converted independently from each other.

That is, the presence or absence of another orthogonal contrast does not change the resulting

weights. In fact, for orthogonal contrasts, applying the generalized matrix inverse to the

hypothesis matrix simply produces a scaled version of the hypothesis matrix into the

contrast matrix (for mathematical details see Appendix E).

The crucial point here is the following. As long as contrasts are fully orthogonal, and

as long as one does not care about the scaling of predictors, it is not necessary to use the

generalized matrix inverse, and one can code the contrast matrix directly. However, when

scaling is of interest, or when non-orthogonal or non-centered contrasts are involved, then

the generalized inverse formulation of the hypothesis matrix is needed to specify contrasts

correctly.

The role of the intercept in non-centered contrasts

A related question concerns whether the intercept needs to be considered when

computing the generalized inverse for a contrast. It turns out that considering the intercept

is necessary for contrasts that are not centered. This is the case for treatment

contrasts which are not centered; e.g., the treatment contrast for two factor levels c1vs0

= c(0,1): ∑i ci = 0 + 1 = 1. One can actually show that the formula to determine whether
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contrasts are centered (i.e., ∑i ci = 0) is the same formula as the formula to test whether a

contrast is “orthogonal to the intercept”. Remember that for the intercept, all contrast

coefficients are equal to one: c1,i = 1 (here, c1,i indicates the vector of contrast coefficients

associated with the intercept). We enter these contrast coefficient values into the formula

testing whether a contrast is orthogonal to the intercept (here, c2,i indicates the vector of

contrast coefficients associated with some contrast for which we want to test whether it is

"orthogonal to the intercept"): ∑i c1,i · c2,i = ∑
i 1 · c2,i = ∑

i c2,i = 0. The resulting formula is:∑
i c2,i = 0, which is exactly the formula for whether a contrast is centered. Because of this

analogy, treatment contrasts can be viewed to be ‘not orthogonal to the intercept’.

This means that the intercept needs to be considered when computing the generalized

inverse for treatment contrasts. As we have discussed above, when the intercept is included

in the hypothesis matrix, the weights for this intercept term should sum to one, as this yields

a column of ones for the intercept term in the contrast matrix.

A closer look at hypothesis and contrast matrices

Inverting the procedure: From a contrast matrix to the associated hypothesis

matrix

One important point to appreciate about the generalized inverse matrix operation is

that applying the inverse twice yields back the original matrix. It follows that applying the

inverse operation twice to the hypothesis matrix Hc yields back the original hypothesis

matrix: (H inv
c )inv = Hc. For example, let us look at the hypothesis matrix of a repeated

contrast:

t(HcRE <- rbind(c2vs1=c(F1=-1,F2= 1,F3= 0),

c3vs1=c( 0, -1, 1)))

## c2vs1 c3vs1
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## F1 -1 0

## F2 1 -1

## F3 0 1

t(ginv2(ginv2(HcRE)))

## c2vs1 c3vs1

## F1 -1 0

## F2 1 -1

## F3 0 1

It is clear that applying the generalized inverse twice to the hypothesis matrix yields

back the same matrix. This also implies that taking the contrast matrix Xc (i.e., Xc = H inv
c ),

and applying the generalized inverse operation, gets back the hypothesis matrix X inv
c = Hc.

Why is this of interest? This means that if one has a given contrast matrix, e.g., one

that is provided by standard software packages, or one that is described in a research paper,

then one can apply the generalized inverse operation to obtain the hypothesis matrix. This

will tell us exactly which hypotheses were tested by the given contrast matrix.

As an example, let us take a closer look at this using the treatment contrast.

Let’s start with a treatment contrast for a factor with three levels F1, F2, and F3.

Adding a column of 1s adds the intercept (int):

(XcTr <- cbind(int=1,contr.treatment(3)))

## int 2 3

## 1 1 0 0

## 2 1 1 0

## 3 1 0 1
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The next step is to apply the generalized inverse operation:

t(ginv2(XcTr))

## int 2 3

## 1 1 -1 -1

## 2 0 1 0

## 3 0 0 1

This shows the hypotheses that the treatment contrasts test, by extracting the

weights from the hypothesis matrix. The first contrast (int) has weights cH00 <- c(1, 0,

0). Writing this down as a formal hypothesis test yields:

H00 : 1 · µ1 + 0 · µ2 + 0 · µ3 = 0 (27)

That is, the first contrast tests the hypothesis H00 : µ1 = 0 that the mean of the first

factor level µ1 is zero. As the factor level F1 was defined as the baseline condition in the

treatment contrast, this means that for treatment contrasts, the intercept captures the

condition mean of the baseline condition. This is the exact same result that was shown at

the beginning of this paper, when first introducing treatment contrasts (see equation 6).

We also extract the weights for the other contrasts from the hypothesis matrix. The

weights for the second contrast are cH01 <- c(-1, 1, 0). This is written as a formal

hypothesis test:

H01 : −1 · µ1 + 1 · µ2 + 0 · µ3 = 0 (28)

The second contrast tests the difference in condition means between the first and the

second factor level, i.e., it tests the null hypothesis that the difference in condition means of
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the second minus the first factor levels is zero H01 : µ2 − µ1 = 0.

We also extract the weights for the last contrast, which are cH02 <- c(-1, 0, 1),

and write them as a formal hypothesis test:

H02 : −1 · µ1 + 0 · µ2 + 1 · µ3 = 0 (29)

This contrast tests the difference between the third (F3) and the first (F1) condition

means, and tests the null hypothesis that the difference is zero: H02 : µ3 − µ1 = 0. These

results correspond to what we know about treatment contrasts, i.e., that treatment contrasts

test the difference of each group to the baseline condition. They demonstrate that it is

possible to use the generalized inverse to learn about the hypotheses that a given set of

contrasts tests.

The importance of the intercept when transforming between the contrast

matrix and the hypothesis matrix in non-centered contrasts

The above example of the treatment contrast also demonstrates that it is vital to

consider the intercept when doing the transformation between the contrast matrix and the

hypothesis matrix. Let us have a look at what the hypothesis matrix looks like when the

intercept is ignored in the inversion:

(XcTr <- contr.treatment(3))

## 2 3

## 1 0 0

## 2 1 0

## 3 0 1
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t(Hc <- ginv2(XcTr))

## 2 3

## 1 0 0

## 2 1 0

## 3 0 1

Now, the hypothesis matrix looks very different. In fact it looks just the same as the

contrast matrix. However, the hypothesis matrix does not code any reasonable hypotheses or

comparisons any more: The first contrast now tests the hypothesis that the condition mean

for F2 is zero, H01 : µ2 = 0. The second contrast now tests the hypothesis that the condition

mean for F3 is zero, H02 : µ3 = 0. However, we know that these are the wrong hypotheses for

the treatment contrast when the intercept is included in the model. This demonstrates

that it is important to consider the intercept in the generalized inverse. As explained earlier

in the section on non-/orthogonal contrasts, this is important for contrasts that are not

centered. For centered contrasts, such as the sum contrast or the repeated contrast,

including or excluding the intercept does not change the results.

The hypothesis matrix and contrast matrix in matrix form

Matrix notation for the contrast matrix. We have discussed above the relation

of contrasts to linear/multiple regression analysis, i.e., that contrasts encode numeric

predictor variables (covariates) for testing comparisons between discrete conditions in a

linear/multiple regression model. The introduction of treatment contrasts had shown

that a contrast can be used as the predictior x in the linear regression equation

y = β0 + β1 · x. To repeat: in the treatment contrast, if x is 0 for the baseline condition, the

predicted data is β0 + β1 · 0 = β0, indicating the intercept β0 is the prediction for the mean of

the baseline factor level (F1). If x is 1 (F2), then the predicted data is β0 + β1 · 1 = β0 + β1.
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Both of these predictions for conditions x = 0 and x = 1 are summarized in a single equation

using matrix notation (also see equation (2) in the introduction; cf. Bolker, 2018). Here, the

different possible values of x are represented in the contrast matrix Xc.

Xc =

 1 0

1 1

 (30)

This matrix has one row for each condition/group of the study, i.e., here, it has 2 rows.

The matrix has two columns. The second column (i.e., on the right-hand side) contains the

treatment contrast with x1 = 0 and x2 = 1. The first column of Xc contains a column of 1s,

which indicate that the intercept β0 is added in each condition.

Multiplying6 this contrast matrix Xc with the vector of regression coefficients

β = (β0, β1) containing the intercept β0 and the effect of the factor x, β1 (i.e., the slope),

yields the expected response times for conditions F1 and F2, y1 and y2, which here

correspond to the condition means, µ1 and µ2:

Xcβ =

 1 0

1 1


 β0

β1

 =

 1 · β0 + 0 · β1

1 · β0 + 1 · β1

 =

 β0

β0 + β1

 =

 µ1

µ2

 = µ (31)

6Matrix multiplication is defined as follows. Consider a matrix X with three rows and two columns

X =


x1,1 x1,2

x2,1 x2,2

x3,1 x3,3

, and a vector with two entries β =

 β0

β1

. The matrix X can be multiplied with

the vector β as follows: Xβ =


x1,1 x1,2

x2,1 x2,2

x3,1 x3,2


 β0

β1

 =


x1,1 · β0 + x1,2 · β1

x2,1 · β0 + x2,2 · β1

x3,1 · β0 + x3,2 · β1

 =


y1

y2

y3

 = y3,1

Multiplying an n× p matrix with another p×m matrix will yield an n×m matrix. If the number of columns

of the first matrix is not the same as the number of rows of the second matrix, matrix multiplication is

undefined.
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More compactly:

µ = Xcβ (32)

This matrix formulation can be implemented in R. Consider again the simulated data

displayed in Figure 2 with two factor levels F1 and F2, and condition means of µ1 = 0.8 and

µ2 = 0.4. The treatment contrast codes condition F1 as the baseline condition with

x = 0, and condition F2 as x = 1. As shown in Table 2, the estimated regression coefficients

were β0 = 0.8 and β1 = −0.4. The contrast matrix Xc can now be constructed as follows:

(XcTr <- cbind(int=c(F1=1,F2=1), c2vs1=c(0,1)))

## int c2vs1

## F1 1 0

## F2 1 1

The regression coefficients can be written as:

(beta <- c(0.8,-0.4))

## [1] 0.8 -0.4

## convert to a 2x1 vector:

beta <- matrix(beta,ncol = 1)

Multiplying the 2× 2 contrast matrix with the estimated regression coefficients, a 2× 1

vector, gives predictions of the condition means:

XcTr %*% beta # The symbol %*% indicates matrix multiplication

## [,1]

## F1 0.8
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## F2 0.4

As expected, the matrix multiplication yields the condition means.

Using the generalized inverse to estimate regression coefficients. One key

question remains unanswered by this representation of the linear model: Although in our

example we know the contrast matrix Xc and the condition means µ, both the condition

means µ and the regression coefficients β are unknown, and need to be estimated from the

data y (this is what the command lm() does).

Can we use the matrix notation µ = Xcβ (cf. equation 32) to estimate the regression

coefficients β? That is, can we re-formulate the equation, by writing the regression

coefficients β on one side of the equation, such that we can compute β? Intuitively, what

needs to be done for this, is to “divide by Xc”. This would yield 1 · β = β on the right side of

the equation, and “one divided by Xc” times µ on the left hand side. That is, this would

allow us to solve for the regression coefficients β and would provide a formula to compute

them. Indeed, the generalized matrix inverse operation does for matrices exactly what we

intuitively refer to as “divide by Xc”, that is, it computes the inverse of a matrix such that

pre-multiplying the inverse of a matrix with the matrix yields 1: X inv
c ·Xc = 1 (where 1 is

the identity matrix, with 1s on the diagonal and off-diagonal 0s). For example, we take the

contrast matrix of a treatment contrast for a factor with two levels, and we compute

the related hypothesis matrix using the generalized inverse: Pre-multiplying the contrast

matrix with its inverse yields the identity matrix, that is, a matrix where the diagonals are

all 1 and the off-diagonals are all 0:

XcTr

## int c2vs1

## F1 1 0

## F2 1 1
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ginv2(XcTr)

## F1 F2

## int 1 0

## c2vs1 -1 1

fractions( ginv2(XcTr) %*% XcTr )

## int c2vs1

## int 1 0

## c2vs1 0 1

That is, multiplying equation 32 by X inv
c , yields (for details see Appendix D):

X inv
c µ = X inv

c Xcβ (33)

X inv
c µ = β (34)

This shows that the generalized matrix inverse actually allows to estimate regression

coefficients from the data. This is done by (matrix) multiplying the hypothesis matrix (i.e.,

the inverse contrast matrix) with the condition means: β̂ = X inv
c µ. Importantly, this

derivation ignored residual errors in the regression equation. For a full derivation see the

Appendix D.

Consider again the simple example of a treatment contrast for a factor with two

levels.

XcTr

## int c2vs1

## F1 1 0
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## F2 1 1

Inverting the contrast matrix yields the hypothesis matrix.

(HcTr <- ginv2(XcTr))

## F1 F2

## int 1 0

## c2vs1 -1 1

So far, we always displayed the resulting hypothesis matrix with rows and columns

switched using matrix transpose (R function t()) to make it more easily readable. That is,

each column represented one contrast, and each row represented one condition. However, in

the present paragraph we discuss the matrix notation of the linear model, and we therefore

show the hypothesis matrix in its original, untransposed form, where each row represents one

contrast/hypothesis and each column represents one factor level. That is, the first row of

HcTr (int = c(1,0)) encodes the intercept and the null hypothesis that the condition mean

F1 is zero. The second row cH01 = c(-1,1) encodes the null hypothesis that the condition

mean of F2 is identical to the condition mean F1.

When we multiply this hypothesis matrix Hc with the observed condition means µ,

this yields the regression coefficients. For illustration we use the condition means from our

first example of the treatment contrast (see Figure 2), encoded in the data frame table1 in

variable table1$M. The resulting regression coefficients are the same values as in the lm

command presented in Table 2:

mu <- table1$M

HcTr %*% mu # %*% indicates matrix multiplication.

## [,1]

## int 0.8
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## c2vs1 -0.4

Estimating regression coefficients and testing hypotheses using condition

means. We explained above that the hypothesis matrix contains weights for the condition

means to define the hypothesis that a given contrast tests. For example, the hypothesis

matrix from a treatment contrast was used for a factor with two levels:

HcTr

## F1 F2

## int 1 0

## c2vs1 -1 1

The first row codes the weights for the intercept. This encodes the following hypothesis:

H00 : 1 · µ1 + 0 · µ2 = µ1 = 0 (35)

In fact, writing this down as a hypothesis involves a short-cut: What the hypothesis

matrix actually encodes are weights for how to combine condition means to compute

regression coefficients. Our null hypotheses are then tested as H0x : βx = 0. For the present

example, estimates for the regression coefficient for the intercept are:

β̂0 = 1 · µ1 + 0 · µ2 = µ1 (36)

For the example data-set:

β̂0 = 1 · 0.8 + 0 · 0.4 = 0.8 (37)
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This is exactly the same value that the lm() command showed. A second step tests

the null hypothesis that the regression coefficient is zero, i.e., H00 : β0 = 0.

The same analysis is done for the slope, which is coded in the second row of the

hypothesis matrix. The hypothesis is expressed as:

H01 : −1 · µ1 + 1 · µ2 = µ2 − µ1 = 0 (38)

This involves first computing the regression coefficient for the slope:

β̂0 = −1 · µ1 + 1 · µ2 = µ2 − µ1 (39)

For the example data-set, this yields:

β̂1 = −1 · 0.8 + 1 · 0.4 = −0.4 (40)

Again, this is the same value for the slope as given by the command lm(). A second

step tests the hypothesis that the slope is zero: H01 : β1 = 0.

To summarize, we write the formulas for both regression coefficients in a single

equation. A first step writes down the hypothesis matrix:

Hc = X inv
c =

 1 0

−1 1

 (41)

Here, the first row contains the weights for the intercept (int = c(1,0)), and the

second row contains the weights for the slope (c2vs1 = c(-1,1)). Multiplying this

hypothesis matrix with the average response times in conditions F1 and F2, µ1 and µ2, yields
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estimates of the regression coefficients: β̂ =

 β̂0

β̂1

. They show that the intercept β0 is

equal to the average value of F1, µ1, and the slope β1 is equal to the difference in average

values between F2 minus F1, µ2 − µ1:

X inv
c µ =

 1 0

−1 1


 µ1

µ2

 =

 1 · µ1 + 0 · µ2

−1 · µ1 + 1 · µ2

 =

 µ1

µ2 − µ1

 =

 β̂0

β̂1

 = β̂ (42)

Or in short (see equation 56):

β̂ = X inv
c µ (43)

These analyses show the important result that the hypothesis matrix is used to

compute regression coefficients from the condition means. This important result is derived

from the matrix formulation of the linear model (for details see Appendix D). This is one

reason why it is important to understand the matrix formulation of the linear model.

The design or model matrix and its generalized inverse. Until now we have

been applying the generalized inverse to the hypothesis matrix to obtain the contrast matrix

Xc. The contrast matrix contains one row per condition. When performing a linear model

analysis, the contrast matrix is translated into a so-called design or model matrix X. This

matrix contains one row for every data point in the vector of data y. As a consequence, the

same condition will appear more than once in the design matrix X.

The key point to note here is that the generalized inverse operation can not only be

applied to the contrast matrix Xc but also to the design matrix X, which contains one row

per data point. The important result is that taking the generalized inverse of this design
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matrix X and multiplying it with the raw data (i.e., the dependent variable) also yields the

regression coefficients:

contrasts(simdat$F) <- c(0,1)

data.frame(X <- model.matrix( ~ 1 + F,simdat)) # obtain design matrix X

## X.Intercept. F1

## 1 1 0

## 2 1 0

## 3 1 0

## 4 1 0

## 5 1 0

## 6 1 1

## 7 1 1

## 8 1 1

## 9 1 1

## 10 1 1

(Xinv <- ginv2(X)) # take generalized inverse of X

## 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

## (Intercept) 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 0 0 0 0 0

## F1 -1/5 -1/5 -1/5 -1/5 -1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5

(y <- simdat$DV) # raw data

## [1] 0.997 0.847 0.712 0.499 0.945 0.183 0.195 0.608 0.556 0.458

Xinv %*% y # matrix multiplication

## [,1]
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## (Intercept) 0.8

## F1 -0.4

The generalized inverse automatically generates covariates that perform the averaging

across the individual data points per condition. E.g., the estimate of the intercept β̂0 is

computed from the i observations of the dependent variable yi with the formula:

β̂0 = 1
5 ·y1 + 1

5 ·y2 + 1
5 ·y3 + 1

5 ·y4 + 1
5 ·y5 +0 ·y6 +0 ·y7 +0 ·y8 +0 ·y9 +0 ·y10 = 1

5 ·
5∑

i=1
yi (44)

which expresses the formula for estimating µ1, the mean response time in condition F1.

The variance explained by each predictor and effect size statistics for linear

contrasts

Should one include all predictors in a model? And what is the effect size of a contrast?

To answer these questions, it is important to understand the concept of variance explained.

This is explained next.

Sum of squares and r2
alerting as measures of variability and effect size

The sum of squares is a measure of the variability in the data. The total sum of

squares in a data set equals the sum of squared deviations of individual data points yi from

their mean ȳ: SStotal = ∑
i(yi − ȳ)2. This can be partitioned into different components,

which add up to the total sum of squares. One component is the sum of squares associated

with the residuals, that is the sum of squared deviations of i individual observed data points

yi from the value predicted by a linear model ypred: SSresiduals = ∑
i(yi − ypred)2; another

component, that we are interested in here, is the sum of squares associated with a certain
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factor, which is the squared deviation of j condition means µj from their mean µ̄, where each

squared deviation is multiplied by the number of data points nj that go into its computation:

SSeffect = ∑
j nj · (µj − µ̄)2.

The sum of squares for a factor (SSeffect) can be further partitioned into the

contributions of k different linear contrasts: SSeffect = ∑
k SScontrast k.7 A measure for the

effect size of a linear contrast is the proportion of variance that it explains (i.e., sum of

squares contrast) from the total variance explained by the factor (i.e., sum of squares effect),

that is, r2
alerting = SScontrast/SSeffect (Baguley, 2012; Rosenthal, Rosnow, & Rubin, 2000).

This is computed by entering each contrast as an individual predictor into a linear model,

and by then extracting the corresponding sum of squares from the output of the anova()

function. This is illustrated with the example of polynomial contrasts.

First, we assign polynomial contrasts to the factor F, extract the numeric

predictor variables using the R function model.matrix(), and use these as covariates in a

linear model analysis.

(contrasts(simdat3$F) <- contr.poly(4))

## .L .Q .C

## [1,] -0.671 0.5 -0.224

## [2,] -0.224 -0.5 0.671

## [3,] 0.224 -0.5 -0.671

## [4,] 0.671 0.5 0.224

7The SScontrast can be computed as follows: SScontrast =
(
∑

j
cjµj)2∑

j
cj

2/nj
, where j is the number of factor

levels, cj are the contrast coefficients for each factor level, µj are the condition means, and nj is the number

of data points per factor level j.
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simdat3X <- model.matrix(~ 1 + F, data=simdat3)

simdat3[,c("cLinear","cQuadratic","cCubic")] <- simdat3X[,2:4]

m1_mr.Xpol2 <- lm(DV ~ 1 + cLinear + cQuadratic + cCubic, data=simdat3)

Next, this model is analyzed using the R function anova(). This yields the sum of

squares (Sum Sq) explained by each of the covariates.

(aovModel <- anova(m1_mr.Xpol2))

## Analysis of Variance Table

##

## Response: DV

## Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

## cLinear 1 1600 1600 16 0.0010 **

## cQuadratic 1 500 500 5 0.0399 *

## cCubic 1 900 900 9 0.0085 **

## Residuals 16 1600 100

## ---

## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

# SumSq contrast

SumSq <- aovModel[1:3,"Sum Sq"]

names(SumSq) <- c("cLinear","cQuadratic","cCubic")

SumSq

## cLinear cQuadratic cCubic

## 1600 500 900

Summing across the three contrasts that encode the factor F allows us to compute the

total effect sum of squares associated with it. Now, everything is available that is needed to
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compute the r2
alerting summary statistic: dividing the individual sum of squares by the total

effect size of squares yields r2
alerting.

# SumSq effect

sum(SumSq)

## [1] 3000

# r2 alerting

round(SumSq / sum(SumSq), 2)

## cLinear cQuadratic cCubic

## 0.53 0.17 0.30

The results show that the expected linear trend explains 53% of the variance in

condition means of factor F. Based on the statistical test shown in the anova output, the

linear trend has a significant effect on the dependent variable. However, the effect size

analysis shows it does not explain the full pattern of results, as nearly half the variance

associated with factor F remains unexplained by it, whereas other effects, namely non-linear

trends, seem to contribute to explaining the effect of factor F. This situation is a so-called

ecumenical outcome (Abelson & Prentice, 1997), where the a priori contrast (linear trend) is

only one of several contrasts explaining the factor’s effect. The fact that the a priori linear

contrast is significant but has a r2
alerting clearly smaller than 1, suggests that other contrasts

seem to contribute to the effect of factor F. In a so-called canonical outcome, to the contrary,

r2
alerting for a contrast would approach 1, such that no other additional contrasts are needed

to explain the effect of factor F.

r2
alerting is useful for comparing the relative importance of different contrasts for a given

data-set. However, it is not a general measure of effect size, such as η2, which is computed

using the function call etasq(Model) from the package heplots (η2
partial) (Friendly, 2010).
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Adding all contrasts associated with a factor

The above discussion shows that the total variability associated with a factor can be

composed into contributions from individual contrasts. This implies, that even if only one of

the contrasts associated with a factor is of interest in an analysis, it still makes sense to

include the other contrasts associated with the factor. For example, when using polynomial

contrasts, even if only the linear trend is of interest in an analysis, it still makes sense to

include the contrasts for the quadratic and cubic trends. This is because there is a total

amount of variance associated with each factor. One can capture all of this variance by using

polynomial contrasts up to I − 1 degrees. That is, for a two-level factor, only a linear trend

is tested. For a three-level factor, we test a linear and a quadratic trend. For a four-level

factor, we additionally test a cubic trend. Specifying all these I − 1 polynomial trends allows

us to capture all the variance associated with the factor. In case one is not interested in the

cubic trend, one can simply leave this out of the model. However, this would also mean that

some of the variance associated with the factor could be left unexplained. This unexplained

variance would be added to the residual variance, and would impair our ability to detect

effects in the linear (or in the quadratic) trend.

This shows that if the variance associated with a factor is not explained by contrasts,

then this unexplained variance will increase the residual variance, and reduce the statistical

power to detect the effects of interest. It is therefore good practice to code contrasts that

capture all the variance associated with a factor.

Examples of contrast coding in a factorial design with two factors

Let us assume that the exact same four means that we have simulated above actually

come from an A(2)×B(2) between-subject-factor design rather than an F(4)

between-subject-factor design. We simulate the data as shown below in Table 14 and Figure
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5. The means and standard deviations are exactly the same as in Figure 3.

Table 14

Summary statistics for a two-by-two between-subjects factorial

design.

Factor A Factor B N data Means Std. dev. Std. errors

A1 B1 5 10.0 10.0 4.5

A1 B2 5 20.0 10.0 4.5

A2 B1 5 10.0 10.0 4.5

A2 B2 5 40.0 10.0 4.5
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Figure 5 . Means and error bars (showing standard errors) for a simulated data-set with a

two-by-two between-subjects factorial design.
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# generate 2 times 2 between subjects data:

simdat4 <- mixedDesign(B=c(2,2), W=NULL, n=5, M=M, SD=10, long = TRUE)

names(simdat4)[1:2] <- c("A","B")

head(simdat4)

## A B id DV

## 1 A1 B1 1 26.195

## 2 A1 B1 2 5.758

## 3 A1 B1 3 11.862

## 4 A1 B1 4 6.321

## 5 A1 B1 5 -0.136

## 6 A1 B2 6 18.380

table4 <- simdat4 %>% group_by(A, B) %>% # plot interaction

summarize(N=length(DV), M=mean(DV), SD=sd(DV), SE=SD/sqrt(N))

GM <- mean(table4$M) # Grand Mean

The difference between an ANOVA and a multiple regression

Let’s compare the traditional ANOVA with a multiple regression (i.e., using contrasts

as covariates) for analyzing these data.

# ANOVA: B_A(2) times B_B(2)

m2_aov <- aov(DV ~ A*B + Error(id), data=simdat4)

# MR: B_A(2) times B_B(2)

m2_mr <- lm(DV ~ 1 + A*B, data=simdat4)

The results from the two analyses, shown in Tables 15 and 16, are very different. How
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Table 15

Estimated ANOVA model.

Effect F df 1 df 2 MSE p η̂2
G

A 5.00 1 16 100.00 .040 .238

B 20.00 1 16 100.00 < .001 .556

A × B 5.00 1 16 100.00 .040 .238

Table 16

Estimated regression model.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(16) p

Intercept 10 [1, 19] 2.24 .040

AA2 0 [−13, 13] 0.00 > .999

BB2 10 [−3, 23] 1.58 .133

AA2 × BB2 20 [1, 39] 2.24 .040

do we see these are different? Notice that it is possible to compute F-values from t-values

from the fact that F (1, df) = t(df)2 (Snedecor & Cochran, 1967) (where df indicates degrees

of freedom). When applying this to the above multiple regression model, the F-value for

factor A (i.e., AA2) is 0.002 = 0. This is obviously not the same as in the ANOVA, where

the F-value for factor A is 5. Likewise, in the multiple regression factor B (i.e., BB2) has an

F-value of 1.582 = 2.5, which also does not correspond to the F-value for factor B in the

ANOVA of 20. Interestingly, however, the F-value for the interaction is identical in both

models, as 2.242 = 5.

The reason that the two results are different is that one needs sum contrasts in the

linear model to get the conventional tests from an ANOVA model. (This is true for factors

with two levels, but does not generalize to factors with more levels.)
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# define sum contrasts:

contrasts(simdat4$A) <- contr.sum(2)

contrasts(simdat4$B) <- contr.sum(2)

m2_mr.sum <- lm(DV ~ 1 + A*B, data=simdat4)

# Alternative using covariates

mat_myC <- model.matrix(~ 1 + A*B, simdat4)

simdat4[, c("GM", "FA", "FB", "FAxB")] <- mat_myC

m2_mr.v2 <- lm(DV ~ 1 + FA + FB + FAxB, data=simdat4)

Table 17

Regression analysis with sum contrasts.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(16) p

Intercept 20 [15, 25] 8.94 < .001

A1 -5 [−10, 0] -2.24 .040

B1 -10 [−15, −5] -4.47 < .001

A1 × B1 5 [0, 10] 2.24 .040

When using sum contrasts, the results from the multiple regression models (see

Tables 17 and 18) are identical to the results from the ANOVA (Table 15). This is visible as

the F-value for factor A is now −2.242 = 5, for factor B it is −4.472 = 20, and for the

interaction it is again 2.242 = 5. All F-values are now the same as in the ANOVA model.

Next, we reproduce the A(2)×B(2) - ANOVA with contrasts specified for the

corresponding one-way F (4) ANOVA, that is by treating the 2× 2 = 4 condition means as

four levels of a single factor F. In other words, we go back to the data frame simulated for

the analysis of repeated contrasts (see section Further examples of contrasts illustrated

with a factor with four levels). We first define weights for condition means according to our
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Table 18

Defining sum contrasts using the model.matrix()

function.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(16) p

Intercept 20 [15, 25] 8.94 < .001

FA -5 [−10, 0] -2.24 .040

FB -10 [−15, −5] -4.47 < .001

FAxB 5 [0, 10] 2.24 .040

hypotheses, invert this matrix, and use it as the contrast matrix for factor F in a LM. We

define weights of 1/4 and −1/4. We do so because (a) we want to compare the mean of two

conditions to the mean of two other conditions (e.g., factor A compares F 1+F 2
2 to F 3+F 4

2 ).

Moreover, (b) we want to use sum contrasts, where the regression coefficients assess half the

difference between means. Together (a+b), this yields weights of 1/2 · 1/2 = 1/4. The

resulting contrast matrix contains contrast coefficients of +1 or −1, showing that we

successfully implemented sum contrasts. The results, presented in Table 19, are identical to

the previous models.

t(fractions(HcInt <- rbind(A =c(F1=1/4,F2= 1/4,F3=-1/4,F4=-1/4),

B =c(F1=1/4,F2=-1/4,F3= 1/4,F4=-1/4),

AxB=c(F1=1/4,F2=-1/4,F3=-1/4,F4= 1/4))))

## A B AxB

## F1 1/4 1/4 1/4

## F2 1/4 -1/4 -1/4

## F3 -1/4 1/4 -1/4

## F4 -1/4 -1/4 1/4
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(XcInt <- ginv2(HcInt))

## A B AxB

## F1 1 1 1

## F2 1 -1 -1

## F3 -1 1 -1

## F4 -1 -1 1

contrasts(simdat3$F) <- XcInt

m3_mr <- lm(DV ~ 1 + F, data=simdat3)

Table 19

Main effects and interaction: Custom-defined sum

contrasts (scaled).

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(16) p

Intercept 20 [15, 25] 8.94 < .001

FA -5 [−10, 0] -2.24 .040

FB -10 [−15, −5] -4.47 < .001

FAxB 5 [0, 10] 2.24 .040

This shows that it is possible to specify the contrasts not only for each factor (e.g.,

here in the 2× 2 design) separately. Instead, one can also pool all experimental conditions

(or design cells) into one large factor (here factor F with 4 levels), and specify the contrasts

for the main effects and for the interactions in the resulting one large contrast matrix

simultaneously.
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Nested effects

One can specify hypotheses that do not correspond directly to main effects and

interaction of the traditional ANOVA. For example, in a 2× 2 experimental design, where

factor A codes word frequency (low/high) and factor B is part of speech (noun/verb), one

can test the effect of word frequency within nouns and the effect of word frequency within

verbs. Formally, AB1 versus AB2 are nested within levels of B. Said differently, simple effects

of factor A are tested for each of the levels of factor B. In this version, we test whether there

is a main effect of part of speech (B; as in traditional ANOVA). However, instead of also

testing the second main effect word frequency, A, and the interaction, we test (1) whether

the two levels of word frequency, A, differ significantly for the first level of B (i.e., nouns)

and (2) whether the two levels of A differ significantly for the second level of B (i.e., verbs).

In other words, we test whether there are significant differences for A in each of the levels of

B. Often researchers have hypotheses about these differences, and not about the interaction.

t(fractions(HcNes <- rbind(B =c(F1= 1/2,F2=-1/2,F3= 1/2,F4=-1/2),

B1xA=c(F1=-1 ,F2= 0 ,F3= 1 ,F4= 0 ),

B2xA=c(F1= 0 ,F2=-1 ,F3= 0 ,F4= 1 ))))

## B B1xA B2xA

## F1 1/2 -1 0

## F2 -1/2 0 -1

## F3 1/2 1 0

## F4 -1/2 0 1

(XcNes <- ginv2(HcNes))

## B B1xA B2xA

## F1 1/2 -1/2 0
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## F2 -1/2 0 -1/2

## F3 1/2 1/2 0

## F4 -1/2 0 1/2

contrasts(simdat3$F) <- XcNes

m4_mr <- lm(DV ~ 1 + F, data=simdat3)

Table 20

Regression model for nested effects.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(16) p

Intercept 20 [15, 25] 8.94 < .001

FB -20 [−29, −11] -4.47 < .001

FB1xA 0 [−13, 13] 0.00 > .999

FB2xA 20 [7, 33] 3.16 .006

Regression coefficients (cf. Table 20) estimate the GM, the difference for the main

effect of word frequency (A) and the two differences (for B; i.e., simple main effects) within

levels of word frequency (A).

These custom nested contrasts’ columns are scaled versions of the corresponding

hypothesis matrix. This is the case because the columns are orthogonal. It illustrates the

advantage of orthogonal contrasts for the interpretation of regression coefficients: the

underlying hypotheses being tested are already clear from the contrast matrix.

There is also a built-in R-formula specification of nested designs. The order of factors

in the formula from left to right specifies a top-down order of nesting within levels, i.e., here

factor A (word frequency) is nested within levels of the factor B (part of speech). This (see

Table 21) yields the exact same result as our previous result based on custom nested

contrasts (cf. Table 20).
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contrasts(simdat4$A) <- c(-0.5,+0.5)

contrasts(simdat4$B) <- c(+0.5,-0.5)

m4_mr.x <- lm(DV ~ 1 + B / A, data=simdat4)

Table 21

Nested effects: R-formula.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(16) p

Intercept 20 [15, 25] 8.94 < .001

B1 -20 [−29, −11] -4.47 < .001

BB1 × A1 0 [−13, 13] 0.00 > .999

BB2 × A1 20 [7, 33] 3.16 .006

In cases such as these, where AB1 vs. AB2 are nested within levels of B, why is it

necessary to estimate the effect of B (part of speech) at all, when the interest might only be

in the effect of A (word frequency) within levels of B (part of speech)? Setting up a

regression model where the main effect of B (part of speech) is removed yields:

# Extract contrasts as covariates from model matrix

mat_myC <- model.matrix(~ 1 + F, simdat3)

fractions(as.matrix(data.frame(mat_myC)))

## X.Intercept. FB FB1xA FB2xA

## 1 1 1/2 -1/2 0

## 2 1 1/2 -1/2 0

## 3 1 1/2 -1/2 0

## 4 1 1/2 -1/2 0

## 5 1 1/2 -1/2 0

## 6 1 -1/2 0 -1/2
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## 7 1 -1/2 0 -1/2

## 8 1 -1/2 0 -1/2

## 9 1 -1/2 0 -1/2

## 10 1 -1/2 0 -1/2

## 11 1 1/2 1/2 0

## 12 1 1/2 1/2 0

## 13 1 1/2 1/2 0

## 14 1 1/2 1/2 0

## 15 1 1/2 1/2 0

## 16 1 -1/2 0 1/2

## 17 1 -1/2 0 1/2

## 18 1 -1/2 0 1/2

## 19 1 -1/2 0 1/2

## 20 1 -1/2 0 1/2

# Repeat the multiple regression with covariates

simdat3[, c("GM", "B", "B1_A", "B2_A")] <- mat_myC

m2_mr.myC1 <- lm(DV ~ 1 + B + B1_A + B2_A, data=simdat3)

summary(m2_mr.myC1)$sigma # standard deviation of residual

## [1] 10

# Run the multiple regression by leaving out C1

m2_mr.myC2 <- lm(DV ~ 1 + B1_A + B2_A, data=simdat3)

summary(m2_mr.myC2)$sigma # standard deviation of residual

## [1] 14.6

The results (Tables 22 and 23) show that in the fully balanced data-set simulated here,

the estimates for AB1 and AB2 are still the same. However, the confidence intervals and
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Table 22

Nested effects: Full model.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(16) p

Intercept 20 [15, 25] 8.94 < .001

B -20 [−29, −11] -4.47 < .001

B1 A 0 [−13, 13] 0.00 > .999

B2 A 20 [7, 33] 3.16 .006

associated p-values are now larger. One loses statistical power because the variance

explained by factor B is now not taken into account in the linear regression any more. As a

consequence, the unexplained variance increases the standard deviation of the residual from

10 to 14.55, and increases uncertainty about AB1 and AB2. In unbalanced or nonorthogonal

designs, leaving out the effect of B from the linear regression can lead to dramatic changes in

the estimated slopes.

Of course, we can also ask the reverse question: Are the differences significant for part

of speech (B) in the levels of word frequency (A; in addition to testing the main effect of

word frequency, A). That is, do nouns differ from verbs for low-frequency words (BA1) and

do nouns differ from verbs for high-frequency words (BA2)?

t(fractions(HcNes2 <- rbind(A =c(F1=1/2,F2= 1/2,F3=-1/2,F4=-1/2),

A1_B=c(F1=1 ,F2=-1 ,F3= 0 ,F4= 0 ),

A2_B=c(F1=0 ,F2= 0 ,F3= 1 ,F4=-1 ))))

## A A1_B A2_B

## F1 1/2 1 0

## F2 1/2 -1 0

## F3 -1/2 0 1
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Table 23

Nested effects: Without main effect of B B.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(17) p

Intercept 20 [13, 27] 6.15 < .001

B1 A 0 [−19, 19] 0.00 > .999

B2 A 20 [1, 39] 2.17 .044

## F4 -1/2 0 -1

(XcNes2 <- ginv2(HcNes2))

## A A1_B A2_B

## F1 1/2 1/2 0

## F2 1/2 -1/2 0

## F3 -1/2 0 1/2

## F4 -1/2 0 -1/2

contrasts(simdat3$F) <- XcNes2

m4_mr <- lm(DV ~ 1 + F, data=simdat3)

Regression coefficients (cf. Table 24) estimate the GM, the difference for the main

effect of word frequency (A) and the two part of speech effects (for B; i.e., simple main

effects) within levels of word frequency (A).

Interactions between contrasts

We have discussed above that in a 2× 2 experimental design, the results from sum

contrasts (see Table 17) are equivalent to typical ANOVA results (see Table 15). In addition,

we had also run the analysis with treatment contrasts. It was clear that the results for
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Table 24

Factor B nested within Factor A.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI t(16) p

Intercept 20 [15, 25] 8.94 < .001

FA -10 [−19, −1] -2.24 .040

FA1 B -10 [−23, 3] -1.58 .133

FA2 B -30 [−43, −17] -4.74 < .001

treatment contrasts (see Table 16) did not correspond to the results from the ANOVA.

However, if the results for treatment contrasts do not correspond to the typical ANOVA

results, what do they then test? That is, is it still possible to meaningfully interpret the

results from the treatment contrasts in a simple 2× 2 design?

This leads us to a very important principle in interpreting results from contrasts:

When interactions between contrasts are included in a model, then the results of one

contrast actually depend on the specification of the other contrast(s) in the analysis! This

may be counter-intuitive at first. However, it is very important and essential to keep in mind

when interpreting results from contrasts. How does this work in detail?

The general rule to remember is that the main effect of one contrast measures its effect

at the location 0 of the other contrast(s) in the analysis. What does that mean? Let us

consider the example that we use two treatment contrasts in a 2× 2 design (see results in

Table 16). Let’s take a look at the main effect of factor A. How can we interpret what this

measures or tests? This main effect actually tests the effect of factor A at the "location"

where factor B is coded as 0. Factor B is coded as a treatment contrast, that is, it codes a

zero at its baseline condition, which is B1. Thus, the main effect of factor A tests the effect

of A nested within the baseline condition of B. We take a look at the data presented in

Figure 5, what this nested effect should be. Figure 5 shows that the effect of factor A nested
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in B1 is 0. If we now compare this to the results from the linear model, it is indeed clear

that the main effect of factor A (see Table 16) is exactly estimated as 0. As expected, when

factor B is coded as a treatment contrast, the main effect of factor A tests the effect of A

nested within the baseline level of factor B.

Next, consider the main effect of factor B. According to the same logic, this main effect

tests the effect of factor B at the “location” where factor A is 0. Factor A is also coded as a

treatment contrast, that is, it codes its baseline condition A1 as 0. The main effect of factor

B tests the effect of B nested within the baseline condition of A. Figure 5 shows that this

effect should be 10; this indeed corresponds to the main effect of B as estimated in the

regression model for treatment contrasts (see Table 16, the Estimate for BB2). As we had

seen before, the interaction term, however, does not differ between the treatment contrast

and ANOVA (t2 = 2.242 = F = 5.00).

How do we know what the "location" is, where a contrast applies? For the treatment

contrasts discussed here, it is possible to reason this through because all contrasts are coded

as 0 or 1. However, how is it possible to derive the "location" in general? What we can do is

to look at the hypotheses tested by the treatment contrasts in the presence of an interaction

between them by using the generalized matrix inverse. We go back to the default treatment

contrasts. Then we extract the contrast matrix from the design matrix:

contrasts(simdat4$A) <- contr.treatment(2)

contrasts(simdat4$B) <- contr.treatment(2)

XcTr <- simdat4 %>%

group_by(A, B) %>%

summarise() %>%

model.matrix(~ 1 + A*B, .) %>%

as.data.frame() %>% as.matrix()

rownames(XcTr) <- c("A1_B1","A1_B2","A2_B1","A2_B2")
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XcTr

## (Intercept) A2 B2 A2:B2

## A1_B1 1 0 0 0

## A1_B2 1 0 1 0

## A2_B1 1 1 0 0

## A2_B2 1 1 1 1

This shows the treatment contrast for factors A and B, and their interaction. We now

apply the generalized inverse. Remember, when we apply the generalized inverse to the

contrast matrix, we obtain the corresponding hypothesis matrix (again, we use matrix

transpose for better readability):

t(ginv2(XcTr))

## (Intercept) A2 B2 A2:B2

## A1_B1 1 -1 -1 1

## A1_B2 0 0 1 -1

## A2_B1 0 1 0 -1

## A2_B2 0 0 0 1

As discussed above, the main effect of factor A tests its effect nested within the baseline

level of factor B. Likewise, the main effect of factor B tests its effect nested within the

baseline level of factor A.

How does this work for sum contrasts? They do not have a baseline condition that is

coded as 0. In sum contrasts, however, the average of the contrast coefficients is 0. Therefore,

main effects test the average effect across factor levels. This is what is typically also tested in

standard ANOVA. Let’s look at the example shown in Table 17: given that factor B has a

sum contrast, the main effect of factor A is tested as the average across levels of factor B.
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Figure 5 shows that the effect of factor A in level B1 is 10− 10 = 0, and in level B2 it is

20− 40 = −20. The average effect across both levels is (0− 20)/2 = −10. Due to the sum

contrast coding, we have to divide this by 2, yielding an expected effect of −10/2 = −5.

This is exactly what the main effect of factor A measures (see Table 17, Estimate for A1).

Similarly, factor B tests its effect at the location 0 of factor A. Again, 0 is exactly the

mean of the contrast coefficients from factor A, which is coded as a sum contrast. Therefore,

factor B tests the effect of B averaged across factor levels of A. For factor level A1, factor B

has an effect of 10− 20 = −10. For factor level A2, factor B has an effect of 10− 40 = −30.

The average effect is (−10− 30)/2 = −20, which again needs to be divided by 2 due to the

sum contrast. This yields exactly the estimate of −10 that is also reported in Table 17

(Estimate for B1).

Again, we look at the hypothesis matrix for the main effects and the interaction:

contrasts(simdat4$A) <- contr.sum(2)

contrasts(simdat4$B) <- contr.sum(2)

XcSum <- simdat4 %>%

group_by(A, B) %>%

summarise() %>%

model.matrix(~ 1 + A*B, .) %>%

as.data.frame() %>% as.matrix()

rownames(XcSum) <- c("A1_B1","A1_B2","A2_B1","A2_B2")

XcSum

## (Intercept) A1 B1 A1:B1

## A1_B1 1 1 1 1

## A1_B2 1 1 -1 -1

## A2_B1 1 -1 1 -1
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## A2_B2 1 -1 -1 1

t(ginv2(XcSum))

## (Intercept) A1 B1 A1:B1

## A1_B1 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4

## A1_B2 1/4 1/4 -1/4 -1/4

## A2_B1 1/4 -1/4 1/4 -1/4

## A2_B2 1/4 -1/4 -1/4 1/4

This shows that each of the main effects now does not compute nested comparisons any

more, but that they rather test their effect averaged across conditions of the other factor.

The averaging involves using weights of 1/2. Moreover, the regression coefficients in the sum

contrast measure half the distance between conditions, leading to weights of 1/2 · 1/2 = 1/4.

The general rule to remember from these examples is that when interactions between

contrasts are tested, what a main effect of a factor tests depends on the contast coding of the

other factors in the design! The main effect of a factor tests the effect nested within the

location zero of the other contrast(s) in an analysis. If another contrast is centered, and zero

is the average of this other contrasts’ coefficients, then the contrast of interest tests the

average effect, averaged across the levels of the other factor. Importantly, this property holds

only when the interaction between two contrasts is included into a model. If the interaction

is omitted and only main effects are tested, then there is no such "action at a distance".

This may be a very surprising result for interactions of contrasts. However, it is also

essential to interpreting contrast coefficients involved in interactions. It is particularly

relevant for the analysis of the default treatment contrast, where the main effects test

nested effects rather than average effects.
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A priori interaction contrasts

When testing interaction effects, if at least one of the factors involved in an interaction

has more than two levels, then omnibus F tests for the interaction are not informative about

the source of the interaction. Contrasts are used to test hypotheses about specific differences

between differences. Sometimes, researchers may have a hypothesis believed to fully explain

the observed pattern of means associated with the interaction between two factors (Abelson

& Prentice, 1997). In such situations, it is possible to specify an a priori interaction contrast

for testing this hypothesis. Such contrasts are more focused compared to the associated

omnibus F test for the interaction term. Maxwell, Delaney, and Kelley (2018), citing

Abelson and Prentice (1997), write that "psychologists have historically failed to capitalize

on possible advantages of testing a priori interaction contrasts even when theory dictates the

relevance of the approach" (p. 346).

Abelson and Prentice (1997) demonstrate interesting example cases for such a priori

interaction contrasts, which they argue are often useful in psychological studies, including

what they term a "matching" pattern. We here illustrate this "matching" pattern, by

simulating data from a hypothetical priming study: we assume a Prime(3)× Target(3)

between-subject-Factor design, where factor Prime indicates three ordinally scaled levels of

different prime stimuli c("Prime1", "Prime2", "Prime3"), whereas factor Target

indicates three ordinally scaled levels of different target stimuli c("Target1", "Target2",

"Target3"). We assume a similarity structure in which Prime1 primes Target1, Prime2

primes Target2, and Prime3 primes Target3. In addition, we assume some similarity

between neighboring categories, such that, e.g., Prime1 also weakly primes Target2, Prime3

also weakly primes Target2, and Prime2 also weakly primes Target1 and Target2. We

therefore assume the following pattern of mean response times, for which we simulate

response times:
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M9 <- matrix(c(150,175,200, 175,150,175, 200,175,150),ncol=1)

matrix(M9,nrow=3,dimnames=list(paste0("Prime",1:3),paste0("Target",1:3)))

## Target1 Target2 Target3

## Prime1 150 175 200

## Prime2 175 150 175

## Prime3 200 175 150

set.seed(1)

simdat5 <- mixedDesign(B=c(3,3), W=NULL, n=5, M=M9, SD=50, long = TRUE)

names(simdat5)[1:2] <- c("Prime","Target")

levels(simdat5$Prime) <- paste0("Prime",1:3)

levels(simdat5$Target) <- paste0("Target",1:3)

table5 <- simdat5 %>% group_by(Prime, Target) %>% # plot interaction

summarize(N=length(DV), M=mean(DV), SD=sd(DV), SE=SD/sqrt(N))

table5 %>% select(Prime,Target,M) %>% spread(key=Target, value=M) %>%

data.frame()

## Prime Target1 Target2 Target3

## 1 Prime1 150 175 200

## 2 Prime2 175 150 175

## 3 Prime3 200 175 150

This reflects a "matching" pattern, where relative match between prime and target is

the only factor determining differences in response time between conditions. We specify this

hypothesis in an a priori contrast. One way to start for formulating a contrast matrix can be

to write down the expected pattern of means. Here we assume that we would a priori

hypothesize that fully matching primes and targets speed up response times, and that all

other combinations lead to equally slow responses:
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Figure 6 . Means and error bars (showing standard errors) for a simulated data-set with a 3

x 3 between-subjects factorial design.

meansExp <- rbind(Prime1=c(Target1=150,Target2=200,Target3=200),

Prime2=c( 200, 150, 200),

Prime3=c( 200, 200, 150))

We transform this into a contrast matrix by subtracting the mean response time. We

also scale the matrix to ease readability.

(XcS <- (meansExp-mean(meansExp))*3/50)

## Target1 Target2 Target3

## Prime1 -2 1 1

## Prime2 1 -2 1

## Prime3 1 1 -2
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This matrix is orthogonal to the main effects as all the rows and all the columns sum

to zero. This is important for contrast matrices for interaction contrasts to ensure that the

contrast matrix does not simply capture and test parts of the main effects. If some rows or

columns from this matrix do not sum to zero, then it is important to change the interaction

contrast matrix to fulfill this requirement. Based on the interaction contrast matrix, we here

perform an ANOVA decomposition of the main effects, the omnibus F test for the

interaction, and for the effects involved within the interaction:

simdat5$cMatch <- ifelse(

as.numeric(simdat5$Prime)==as.numeric(simdat5$Target),-2,1)

mOmn <- summary(aov(DV~Prime*Target +Error(id), data=simdat5))

mCon <- summary(aov(DV~Prime*Target+cMatch+Error(id), data=simdat5))

The outputs from both models are shown in Table 25.

Table 25

Interaction contrast.

Effect F df 1 df 2 Sum Sq p η̂2
G

Prime 0.14 2 36 694 .871 .008

Target 0.14 2 36 694 .871 .008

Prime × Target 1.39 4 36 13889 .257 .134

Matching contrast 4.44 1 36 11111 .042 .110

Contrast residual 0.37 3 36 2778 .775 .030

The a priori matching contrast is significant, whereas the omnibus F test for the

interaction is not. In addition to the matching contrast, there is also a term "contrast

residual", which captures all differences in means of the 3× 3 interaction that are not

captured by the matching contrast (and not by the main effects). It provides information
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about how much of the interaction is explained by our a priori interaction matching contrast,

and whether there is additional pattern in the data, that is not yet explained by this a priori

contrast.

Formally speaking, the omnibus F test for the interaction term can be additively

decomposed into the a priori matching contrast plus some residual variance associated with

the interaction. That is, the 4 degrees of freedom for the omnibus interaction test are

decomposed into 1 degree of freedom for the matching contrast and 3 degrees of freedom for

the contrast residual: 4 df = 1 df + 3 df . Likewise, the total sum of squares associated with

the omnibus interaction test (Sum Sq = 13889) is decomposed into the sum of squares

associated with the matching contrast (Sum Sq = 11111) plus the residual contrast sum of

squares (Sum Sq = 2778): 13889 = 11111 + 2778. Here, the a priori matching contrast

explains a large portion of the variance associated with the interaction of r2
alerting = 11111 /

13889 = 0.80, whereas the contribution of the contrast residual is small: r2
alerting = 2778 /

13889 = 0.20

Interestingly, the results in Table 25 also show a significance test for the contrast

residual, which here is not significant. This suggests that our a priori contrast provides a

good account of the interaction, a situation that Abelson and Prentice (1997) term a

canonical outcome. It suggests that the a priori contrast may be a good account of the true

pattern of means. Sometimes, the contrast residual term is significant, clearly suggesting

that systematic variance is associated with the interaction beyond what is captured in the a

priori contrast. In this situation, r2
alerting for the a priori contrast will often be smaller,

whereas r2
alerting for the contrast residuals may be larger. Abelson and Prentice (1997) term

this an ecumenical outcome, which suggests that the a priori contrast seems to be missing

some of the systematic variance associated with the interaction. For such ecumenical

outcomes, Abelson and Prentice (1997) suggest it is important for researchers to further

explore the data and to search for structure in the residuals to inform future studies and
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future a priori expectations.

Even if the contrast residual term is not significant, as is the case here, it can still hide

systematic structure. For example, in the present simulations, we assumed that priming did

not only facilitate processing of targets from the same category, but also facilitated

processing of targets from neighboring categories. We know that response times should

gradually increase further towards the diagonal for off-diagonal elements of the 3× 3 design,

and that additional structure is actually contained in the present data — even though the

contrast residual is not significant. We could try to directly test for this structure here by

formulating a contrast that captures this gradual increase in response times off from the

diagonal.

This procedure of testing an a priori interaction contrast in addition to the

automatically generated or "residual" interaction term is advantageous (1) because the

automatically generated or "residual" interaction term consumes many degrees of freedom

and (2) because it is generally difficult to interpret and not particularly scientifically

meaningful itself, except for potentially pointing to residual variance in the interaction that

needs to be explained.

Summary

Contrast coding allows us to implement comparisons in a very flexible and general

manner. Specific hypotheses can be formulated, coded in hypothesis matrices, and converted

into contrast matrices. As Maxwell et al. (2018) put it: “[S]uch tests may preclude the need

for an omnibus interaction test and may be more informative than following the more typical

path of testing simple effects” (p. 347).

Barring convergence issues or the use of any kind of regularization, all sensible

(non-rank-deficient) contrast coding schemes are essentially fitting the same model, since
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they are all linear transformations of each other. So the utility of contrast coding is that the

researcher can pick and choose how she/he wants to interpret the regression coefficients, in a

way that’s statistically well-founded (e.g., it does not require running many post-hoc tests)

without changing the model (in the sense that the fit in data space does not change) or

compromising model fit.

The generalized inverse provides a powerful tool to convert between contrast matrices

Xc for experimental designs used in linear models as well as the associated hypothesis

matrices Hc = X inv
c , which define the estimation of regression coefficients and definition of

hypothesis tests. Understanding these two representations provides a flexible tool for

designing custom contrast matrices and for understanding the hypotheses that are being

tested by a given contrast matrix.

From omnibus F tests in ANOVA to contrasts in regression models.

ANOVAs can be reformulated as multiple regressions. This has the advantage that

hypotheses about comparisons between specific condition means can be tested. In R,

contrasts are flexibly defined for factors via contrast matrices. Functions are available to

specify a set of pre-defined contrasts including treatment contrasts

(contr.treatment()), sum contrasts (contr.sum()), repeated contrasts

(MASS::contr.sdif()), and polynomial contrasts (contr.poly()). An additional

contrast that we did not cover in detail is the Helmert contrast (contr.helmert()).

These functions generate contrast matrices for a desired number of factor levels. The

generalized inverse (function ginv()) is used to obtain hypothesis matrices that inform

about how each of the regression coefficients are estimated from condition means and about

which hypothesis each of the regression coefficients tests. Going beyond pre-defined contrast

functions, the hypothesis matrix is also used to flexibly define custom contrasts tailored to

the specific hypotheses of interest. A priori interaction contrasts moreover allow us to

formulate and test specific hypotheses about interactions in a design, and to assess their
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relative importance for understanding the full interaction pattern.}

Further readings. There are many introductions to contrast coding. For further

reading we recommend Abelson and Prentice (1997), Baguley (2012) (chapter 15), and

Rosenthal et al. (2000). It is also informative to revisit the exchange between Rosnow and

Rosenthal (1989), Rosnow and Rosenthal (1996), Abelson (1996), and Petty, Fabrigar,

Wegener, and Priester (1996) and the earlier one between Rosnow and Rosenthal (1995) and

Meyer (1991). R-specific background about contrasts can be found in section 2.3 of

Chambers and Hastie (1992), section 8.3 of Fieller (2016), and section 6.2 of Venables and

Ripley (2002). Aside from the default functions in base R, there are also the contrast

(Kuhn, Weston, Wing, & Forester, 2013) and multcomp (Hothorn, Bretz, & Westfall, 2008)

packages in R.
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Appendix A

Glossary
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Table A1

Glossary.

Centered contrasts The coefficients of a centered contrast sum to zero. If all contrasts (and

covariates) in an analysis are centered, then the intercept assesses the

grand mean.

Condition mean The mean of the dependent variable for one factor level or one design cell.

Contrast coefficients Each contrast consists of a list (vector) of contrast coefficients - there is

one contrast coefficient (ci) for each factor level i, which encodes how this

factor level contributes in computing the comparison between conditions

or bundles of conditions tested by the contrast.

Contrast matrix Contains contrast coefficients either for one factor, or for all factors in the

experimental design; Each condition/group or design cell is represented

once. The contrast coefficients indicate the numeric predictor values that

are to be used as covariates in the linear model to encode differences

between factor levels.

Design / model matrix A matrix where each data point yields one row and each column codes

one predictor variable in a linear model. Specifically, the first column

usually contains a row of 1s, which codes the intercept. Each of the other

columns contains one contrast or one covariate.

Grand mean Average of the means of all experimental conditions/groups

Hypothesis matrix Each column codes one condition/group and each row codes one hy-

pothesis. (We mostly show rows of the hypothesis matrix as columns

in this paper.) Each hypothesis consists of weights of how different

condition/group means are combined/compared.

Orthogonal contrasts The coefficients of two contrasts are orthogonal to each other if they have

a correlation of zero across conditions. They then represent mutually

independent hypotheses about the data.
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Table A2

Glossary (continued).

Regression coefficients Estimates of how strongly a predictor variable or a certain contrast

influences the dependent variable. They estimate the effects associated

with a predictor variable or a contrast.

Weights (in a hypothesis matrix); Each row in the hypothesis matrix encodes the

hypothesis tested by one contrast. Each row (i.e., each hypothesis) is

defined as a list (vector) of weights, where each factor level / condition

mean has one associated weight. The weight weighs the contribution

of this condition mean to defining the null hypothesis of the associated

contrast. For this, the weight is multiplied with its associated condition

mean.
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Appendix B

Contrast names
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Table B1

Contrast names.

R-function contrast names description

contr.treatment() treatment contrasts;

dummy contrasts

Compares each of p-1 conditions to a baseline

condition.

contr.sum() sum contrasts; devia-

tion contrasts

Compares each of p-1 conditions to the av-

erage across conditions. In the case of only

2 factor levels, it tests half the difference be-

tween the two conditions.

contr.sum()/2 scaled sum contrasts;

effect coding

In the case of two groups, the scaled sum con-

trast estimates the difference between groups.

contr.sdif() repeated contrasts;

successive difference

contrasts; sliding differ-

ence contrasts; simple

difference contrasts

Compares neighbouring factor levels, i.e., 2-1,

3-2, 4-3.

contr.poly() polynomial contrasts;

orthogonal polynomial

contrasts

Tests e.g., linear or quadratic trends.

contr.helmert() Helmert contrasts; dif-

ference contrasts

The first contrast compares the first two con-

ditions. The second contrast compares the

average of the first two conditions to the third

condition.

custom contrasts Customly defined contrasts, not from the stan-

dard set.

effect coding All centered contrasts, which give ANOVA-

like test results.
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Appendix C

The R-function mixedDesign()

The function mixedDesign() can be downloaded from the OSF repository

https://osf.io/7ukf6/. It allows the researcher to flexibly simulate data from a wide variety

of between- and within-subject designs, which are commonly analyzed with (generalized)

linear models (ANOVA, ANCOVA, multiple regression analysis) or (generalized) linear

mixed-effects models. It can be used to simulate data for different response distributions

such as Gaussian, Binomial, Poisson, and others. It involves defining the number of between-

and within-subject factors, the number of factor levels, means and standard deviations for

each design cell, the number of subjects per cell, and correlations of the dependent variable

between within-subject factor levels and how they vary across between-subject factor levels.

The following lines of code show a very simple example for simulating a data set for an

experiment with one between-subject factor with two levels.

(M <- matrix(c(300, 250), nrow=2, ncol=1, byrow=FALSE))

## [,1]

## [1,] 300

## [2,] 250

set.seed(1)

simexp <- mixedDesign(B=2, W=NULL, n=5, M=M, SD=20)

str(simexp)

## 'data.frame': 10 obs. of 3 variables:

## $ B_A: Factor w/ 2 levels "A1","A2": 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2

## $ id : Factor w/ 10 levels "1","2","3","4",..: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

## $ DV : num 320 305 291 270 315 ...

https://osf.io/7ukf6/
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simexp

## B_A id DV

## 1 A1 1 320

## 2 A1 2 305

## 3 A1 3 291

## 4 A1 4 270

## 5 A1 5 315

## 6 A2 6 228

## 7 A2 7 230

## 8 A2 8 271

## 9 A2 9 266

## 10 A2 10 256

The first and second argument of the mixedDesign() function specify the numbers

and levels of the between- (B =) and within- (W =) subject factors. The arguments take a

vector of numbers (integers). The length of the vector defines the number of factors, and

each individual entry in the vector indicates the number of levels of the respective factor.

For example, a 2× 3× 4 between-subject design with three between-subject factors, where

the first factor has 2 levels, the second has 3 levels, and the third has 4 levels, would be

coded as B = c(2,3,4), W = NULL. A 3× 3 within-subject design with two within-subjects

factors with each 3 levels would be coded as B = NULL, W = c(3,3). A 2 (between) × 2

(within) × 3 (within) design would be coded B = 2, W = c(2,3).

The third argument (n =) takes a single integer value indicating the number of

simulated subjects for each cell of the between-subject design.

The next necessary argument (M =) takes as input a matrix containing the table of

means for the design. The number of rows of this matrix of means is the product of the
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number of levels of all between-subject factors. The number of columns of the matrix is the

product of the number of levels of the within-subject factors. In the present example, the

matrix M has just two rows each containing the mean of the dependent variable for one

between-subject factor level, that is 300 and 250. Because there is no within-subject factor,

the matrix has just a single column. The second data set simulated in the paper contains a

between-subject factor with three levels. Accordingly, we specify three means. The

mixedDesign function generates a data frame with one factor F with three levels, one factor

id with 3 (between-subject factor levels) × 4 (n) = 12 levels, and a dependent variable with

12 entries.

(M <- matrix(c(500, 450, 400), nrow=3, ncol=1, byrow=FALSE))

## [,1]

## [1,] 500

## [2,] 450

## [3,] 400

set.seed(1)

simdat2 <- mixedDesign(B=3, W=NULL, n=4, M=M, SD=20)

names(simdat2)[1] <- "F" # Rename B_A to F(actor)/F(requency)

levels(simdat2$F) <- c("low", "medium", "high")

str(simdat2)

## 'data.frame': 12 obs. of 3 variables:

## $ F : Factor w/ 3 levels "low","medium",..: 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 ...

## $ id: Factor w/ 12 levels "1","2","3","4",..: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ...

## $ DV: num 497 474 523 506 422 ...
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simdat2

## F id DV

## 1 low 1 497

## 2 low 2 474

## 3 low 3 523

## 4 low 4 506

## 5 medium 5 422

## 6 medium 6 467

## 7 medium 7 461

## 8 medium 8 450

## 9 high 9 414

## 10 high 10 412

## 11 high 11 402

## 12 high 12 371

For a 2 (between) × 2 (within) subject design, we need a 2 × 2 matrix. For multiple

between-subject factors, M has one row for each cell of the between-subject design, describing

the mean for this design cell. For example, in case of a 2× 3× 4 design, the matrix has

2 · 3 · 4 = 24 rows. The same is true for multiple within-subject factors, where M has one

column for each cell of the between-subject design, e.g., in a 4 (within) × 2 (within) design it

has 4 · 2 = 8 columns.

The levels of multiple between-subject factors are sorted such that the levels of the first

factor vary most slowly, whereas the levels of the later factors vary more quickly. E.g.,
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B_A1 B_B1 B_C1

B_A1 B_B1 B_C2

B_A1 B_B2 B_C1

B_A1 B_B2 B_C2

B_A2 B_B1 B_C1

B_A2 B_B1 B_C2

. . . . . . . . .



(45)

The same logic also applies to the levels of the within-subject factors, which are sorted across

columns.

The argument SD = takes either a single number specifying the standard deviation of

the dependent variable for all design cells, or it takes a table of standard deviations

represented as a matrix of the same dimension as the matrix of means, where each element

defines the standard deviation of the dependent variable for the given design cell.

For designs with at least one within-subject factor it is necessary to define how the

dependent variable correlates between pairs of within-subject factor levels across subjects.

For example, when for each subject in a lexical decision task response times are measured

once for content words and once for function words, yielding two levels of a within-subject

factor, it is necessary to define how the two measurements correlate: that is, for subjects

with a very slow response time for content words, will the response times for function words

also be very slow, reflecting a high correlation? Or might it be fast as well, such that the

individual’s response time for content words is uninformative for it’s response times for

function words, reflecting a correlation close to zero? When nk within-subject design cells

are present in a design, the design defines nr = nk · (nk − 1)/2 correlations. These can be

identical across levels of the between-subject factors, but they can also differ. The optional

argument R = defines these correlations. When assuming that all correlations in a design are
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identical, then it is possible to define R as a single number (between -1 and +1) specifying

this correlation. Under the assumption that correlations differ, R takes as input a list of

correlation matrices. This list contains one correlation matrix for each combination of

between-subject factor levels. Each of these matrices is of dimension nk · nk. The diagonal

elements in correlation matrices need to be 1, and the upper and lower triangles must

contain the exact same entries and are thus symmetrical.
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Appendix D

Matrix notation of the linear model and the generalized matrix inverse

This section requires knowledge of some linear algebra; for a review of the important facts,

see Fieller (2016) and Van de Geer (1971). Here, we briefly show the derivation for

estimating regression coefficients in linear models using matrix notation. The question we

address here is: given the data y and some predictor(s) x, how to estimate the parameters β?

The next section is adapted from lectures note by Vasishth (2018), available from

https://osf.io/ces89/.

Consider a deterministic function φ(x, β) which takes as input some variable values x

and some fixed values β. A simple example would be

y = βx (46)

Another example with two fixed values β0 and β1 is:

y = β0 + β1x (47)

We can rewrite the above equation as follows.

y =β0 + β1x

=β0 × 1 + β1x

=
(

1 x

)β0

β1


y =φ(x, β)

(48)
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In a statistical model, we don’t expect an equation like y = φ(x, β) to fit all the points

exactly. For example, we could come up with an equation that, given a person’s weight, we

can compute their height:

height = β0 + β1weight (49)

Given any single value of the weight of a person, we will probably not get a perfectly

correct prediction of the height of that person. This leads us to a non-deterministic version

of the above function:

y = φ(x, β, ε) = β0 + β1x+ ε (50)

Here, ε is an error random variable which is assumed to have some probability density

function (specifically, the normal distribution) associated with it. It is assumed to have

expectation (mean) 0, and some standard deviation (to be estimated from the data) σ. We

can write this statement in compact form as ε ∼ N(0, σ).

The general linear model is a non-deterministic function like the one above (T is the

transformation operation on a matrix, which converts the rows of a matrix into the columns,

and vice versa):

Y = f(x)Tβ + ε (51)

The matrix formulation will be written as below. n refers to the number of data points

(that is, Y = y1, . . . , yn), and the index i ranges from 1 to n.

Y = Xβ + ε⇔ yi = f(xi)Tβ + εi, i = 1, . . . , n (52)
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To make this concrete, suppose we have three data points, i.e., n = 3. Then, the

matrix formulation is


y1

y2

y3

 =


1 x1

1 x2

1 x3


β0

β1

+ ε

Y =Xβ + ε

(53)

Here, f(x1)T = (1 x1), and is the first row of the matrix X, f(x2)T = (1 x2) is the

second row, and f(x3)T = (1 x3) is the third row.

The expectation of Y , E[Y ], is Xβ. β is a p× 1 matrix, and X, the design matrix,

is an n× p matrix.

We now provide a geometric argument for least squares estimation of the β parameters.

When we have a deterministic model y = φ(f(x)T , β) = β0 + β1x, this implies a perfect fit to

all data points. This is like solving the equation Ax = b in linear algebra: we solve for β in

Xβ = y using, e.g., Gaussian elimination (Lay, 2005).

But when we have a non-deterministic model y = φ(f(x)T , β, ε), there is no solution.

Now, the best we can do is to get Ax to be as close an approximation as possible to b in

Ax = b. In other words, we try to minimize the absolute distance between b and Ax:

| b− Ax |.

The goal is to estimate β; we want to find a value of β such that the observed Y is as

close to its expected value Xβ as possible. In order to be able to identify β from Xβ, the

linear transformation β → Xβ should be one-to-one, so that every possible value of β gives a

different Xβ. This in turn requires that X be of full rank p. (Rank refers to the number of

linearly independent columns or rows. The row rank and column rank of an m× n matrix
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will be the same, so we can just talk of rank of a matrix. An m× n matrix X with

rank(X)=min(m,n) is called full rank.)

So, if X is an n× p matrix, then it is necessary that n ≥ p. There must be at least as

many observations as parameters. If this is not true, then the model is said to be

over-parameterized.

Assuming that X is of full rank, and that n > p, Y can be considered a point in

n-dimensional space and the set of candidate Xβ is a p-dimensional subspace of this space;

see Figure D1. There will be one point in this subspace which is closest to Y in terms of

Euclidean distance. The unique β that corresponds to this point is the least squares

estimator of β; we will call this estimator β̂.

Figure D1 . Geometric interpretation of least squares.

Notice that ε = (Y −Xβ̂) and Xβ are perpendicular to each other. Because the dot
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product of two perpendicular (orthogonal) vectors is 0, we get the result:

(Y −Xβ̂)TXβ = 0⇔ (Y −Xβ̂)TX = 0 (54)

Multiplying out the terms, we proceed as follows. One result that we use here is that

(AB)T = BTAT (see Fieller, 2016).

(Y −Xβ̂)TX = 0

(Y T − β̂TXT )X = 0

⇔Y TX − β̂TXTX = 0

⇔Y TX = β̂TXTX

⇔(Y TX)T = (β̂TXTX)T

⇔XTY = XTXβ̂

(55)

This gives us the important result:

β̂ = (XTX)−1XTY (56)

This is a key and famous result for linear models. Here, the transformation of the

design matrix X into (XTX)−1XT plays a central role for estimating regression coefficients.

Indeed, this term (XTX)−1XT is exactly the generalized matrix inverse of the design matrix

X, which we can compute in R using the command MASS::ginv() or matlib::Ginv().

Conceptually, it converts contrast matrices between two representations, where one

representation defines the design matrix X used to define independent variables in the linear

regression model y = Xβ, whereas the other representation, namely the generalized matrix
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inverse of the design matrix X+ = (XTX)−1XT = X inv defines weights for how observed

data are combined to obtain estimated regression coefficients via β̂ = X+y and for what

formal hypotheses are tested via the contrasts. Given the important property of the

generalized matrix inverse that applying it twice yields back the original matrix, the

generalized matrix inversion operation can be used to flip back and forth between these two

representations of the design matrix. Fieller (2016) provides a detailed and accessible

introduction to this topic.

As one important aspect, the generalized inverse of the design matrix, X+, defines

weights for each of the k factor levels of the independent variables. As estimating coefficients

for all k factor levels in addition to the intercept is redundant, the design matrix X defines

coefficients only for k − 1 comparisons. The generalized matrix inversion can be seen as

transforming between these two spaces (Venables & Ripley, 2002). A vignette explaining the

generalized inverse is available for the Ginv() function in the matlib package (Friendly et

al., 2018a).

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/matlib/vignettes/ginv.html
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Appendix E

Inverting orthogonal contrasts

When we have a given contrast matrix and we apply the generalized inverse—how exactly

does the generalized inverse compute the weights in the hypothesis matrix? That is, what is

the formula for computing a single hypothesis weight? We look at this question here for the

restricted case that all contrasts in a given design are orthogonal. For this case, we write

down the equations for computing each single weight when the generalized inverse is applied.

We start out with the definition of the contrast matrix. We use a design with a single factor

with three levels with two orthogonal and centered contrasts x1 and x2.

Xc =


x1,1 x2,1

x1,2 x2,2

x1,3 x2,3

 (57)

Under the assumption that the contrasts are orthogonal and centered, we obtain the

following formulas for the weights:

Hc = X inv
c =


x1,1∑

x2
1

x1,2∑
x2

1

x1,3∑
x2

1

x2,1∑
x2

2

x2,2∑
x2

2

x2,3∑
x2

2

 (58)

That is, here each single weight in the hypothesis matrix is computed as hi,j = xj,i∑
x2

j
.
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Appendix F

Information about program version

We used R (Version 3.6.0; R Core Team, 2018) and the R-packages bindrcpp (Müller, 2017),

car (Version 3.0.2; Fox & Weisberg, 2011), dplyr (Version 0.8.1; Wickham et al., 2017a),

forcats (Version 0.4.0; Wickham, 2017a), ggplot2 (Version 3.1.1; Wickham, 2009), knitr

(Version 1.22; Xie, 2015), MASS (Version 7.3.51.4; Venables & Ripley, 2002), matlib

(Friendly et al., 2018b), papaja (Version 0.1.0.9842; Aust & Barth, 2018), png (Version 0.1.7;

Urbanek, 2013), purrr (Version 0.3.2; Henry & Wickham, 2017), readr (Version 1.3.1;

Wickham et al., 2017b), sjPlot (Version 2.6.3; Lüdecke, 2018), stringr (Version 1.4.0;

Wickham, 2018), tibble (Version 2.1.2; Müller & Wickham, 2018), tidyr (Version 0.8.3;

Wickham & Henry, 2018), tidyverse (Version 1.2.1; Wickham, 2017b), XML (Lang & CRAN

Team, 2017), and xtable (Version 1.8.4; Dahl, 2016) for all our analyses.

Aust, F., & Barth, M. (2018). papaja: Create APA manuscripts with R Markdown.

Retrieved from https://github.com/crsh/papaja

Dahl, D. B. (2016). Xtable: Export tables to latex or html. Retrieved from

https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=xtable

Fieller, N. (2016). Basics of matrix algebra for statistics with R. Boca Raton: CRC

Press.

Fox, J., & Weisberg, S. (2011). An R companion to applied regression (Second.).

Thousand Oaks CA: Sage. Retrieved from

http://socserv.socsci.mcmaster.ca/jfox/Books/Companion

Friendly, M., Fox, J., & Chalmers, P. (2018a). Matlib: Matrix functions for teaching

and learning linear algebra and multivariate statistics. Retrieved from

https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=matlib

https://github.com/crsh/papaja
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=xtable
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